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ABSTRACT 
Cooperative systems wer e developed int o structures of government intervention , where 
the political structures did not conform to the fundamental cooperative s stance and ideals. 
Recently, the government o f Tanzania has undertaken various initiatives towards poverty 
reduction an d attainmen t o f socia l and economi c development . On e o f the step s was 
encouraging formatio n and to continue providing technical assistance to strengthen and 
develop SACCOS in urban and rural areas. 
The purpose o f this study is to assess a workers' community established as a Savings and 
Credit Cooperative Society, namely, Wafanyakazi wa Posta na Simu Savings and Credit 
Cooperative Societ y Limite d (KK ) located i n Dar-es-salaam . Th e intentio n o f th e 
assessment is not to audit the institution but to study performance o f activities to give a 
clear picture of society financial and institutional situation, while observing the extent to 
which it has successfully fulfilled it s avowed role in the past. The study results from KK 
assessment reveal s tha t wit h prope r organizatio n an d control , saving s an d credi t 
cooperative societies can truly alleviate poverty to its members. SACCO s are expected to 
improve, continue and expand their role in rural financial services. They also need to be 
supported throug h th e provisio n of appropriate capacit y buildin g assistance, includin g 
training an d members 5 educatio n o n saving s an d credit . Thi s would enable the m t o 
upgrade thei r curren t leve l o f management , resources , skills , accounting/financia l 
knowledge, assets and overal l operating procedures , whic h would in turn contribute t o 
their sustainability, and make them more effective and efficient. 
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CHAPTER I 
1.0 INTRODUCTIO N 
1.1 CB O background 
Wafanyakazi wa Posta na Simu Saving and Credit Cooperative Society (KK) of P.O Box 
3948, Dar-es-salaam wa s formed on 26t h October 197 6 with a registration no. DSR 118) 
The societ y starte d wit h 1 0 member s o f th e forme r Eas t Africa n Post s an d 
Telecommunication Corporation. 
In 1978 sometimes after the break of East African Community, members in each country 
had to change their by-laws where operation s wer e limite d only to respective membe r 
countries. I n Tanzani a member s automaticall y fel l unde r Tanzani a Post s an d 
Telecommunications Corporation (TP&TC), which was formed after the collapse of the 
community. TP&TC wa s then joined by other two related public corporations, suc h as, 
Tanzania Posta l Ban k an d Tanzani a Telecommunicatio n Commissio n (TTC ) now 
Tanzania Communication Regulatory Authority (TCRA). Late r on TP&T C brok e int o 
Tanzania Telecommunicatio n Compan y Limite d (TTCL ) an d Tanzani a Posta l 
Corporation (TPC). 
1.1.1 Mission , Objectives and Activities/programs 
(a) Mission / Objectives/activities 
K K SACCO S does not have clear mission statement because their by-laws indicate only 
the objectives/activities . 
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Objectives/activities of Wafanyakazi wa Posta na Simu Savings and Credit Coopeartive 
Society limited (KK) are: 
(i) Receiv e shares, deposits and contributions from members; 
(ii) Issue soft loans to members; 
(iv) To promote other people who are not members to join the society; 
(v) To increase members' saving s by; First, encouraging them to increase their shares, 
savings and deposits from time to time, improve member's activities as agreed by the 
Annual General Meeting. Second; To keep reserves at other financial institutions by 
acquiring government bonds after offerin g savings and credit services to members; 
Third, To establish and develop any development activities for members' benefits as 
it may be approved by members A GM and permit from the Registrar. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Despite th e fac t tha t cooperativ e societie s ar e forme d b y member s themselves , 
managements of many societies in Tanzania have failed to put their organizations in a 
position wher e member s coul d pla y a major rol e in decision making. Also lac k of 
training hav e cause d knowledg e ga p between leader s an d members, whic h le d to 
mistrust and complains. 
1.3 Research objectives 
The objective of the research is to assess performance of KK SACCO s by: 
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(a) Identifying shortcomings, which affect executio n of the desire d savings and credit 
cooperative society goals; 
(b) Establishing whether K K SACCOs i s improving the loca l communit y where it 
operates and is increasing the economic welfare of its individual members; 
1.4 Research Questions/hypothesis 
- Ar e there operational problems or legal and regulatory barriers to the functioning of 
SACCOs, which cause them to have a hard time being successful? 
Indicators: 
a. Leve l of democratic leadership 
b. Importanc e of leadership performance, 
- Doe s savings and credit represent interests of cooperatives to members, authoritie s 
and the general public? 
Indicators: 
c. Degre e of satisfaction from credit service 
d. Scop e of benefits received in joining SACCOs 
e. Percentag e o f membership duration in the society 
1.5 Rationale and significance of the study 
Savings and credit cooperative societie s in Tanzania are believed to be the oldest in 
Africa. Despit e the fact that they have existed for more than 70 years now, problems in 
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cooperative societies have been persistent Thi s indicates that the major reason(s) for the 
shortcomings have not been addressed clearly, and permanent solutions found. 
Development o f cooperativ e movemen t i n Tanzani a wen t throug h differen t policy 
transformations tha t frustrated  the deliver y o f th e desire d developmen t servic e t o 
beneficiaries. Som e o f th e reason s were ; Politica l an d governmenta l intervention ; 
Absence o f autonomy ; Absenc e o f democrati c management ; Contraventio n o f 
cooperative principle s and absenc e of practical organizational structure. Governmen t 
efforts to revamp cooperatives in recent years have encouraged people who lost hope in 
the past, to join and run their societies with an intention of improving their economic 
strength. The study expects to assess the extent to which these societies have survived 
the external shock and shaped the current social and economic landscape. 
1.6 Research scope and limitation of the study 
Presently, it is not easy to evaluate complete achievements of any individual SACCOs , 
and this task is further complicated by the fact that services offered by each SACCOs in 
the country , vary from  on e t o another . Frequen t polic y an d SACCO s constitutional 
changes hav e mad e i t difficul t t o conclud e with foolproo f data , the succes s o f these 
societies. By conducting the assessment it will help to highlight some shortcomings and 
successes of KK, the results may be the basis for other studies. 
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The societ y ha s neve r undertake n an y institutiona l assessment/evaluatio n sinc e it s 
formation 30 years ago. Given the vastness o f the organization and time and resources 
constraint, onl y a  macr o stud y shal l b e undertake n wher e genera l approac h wil l b e 
pursued. Ever y possibl e department shal l b e touched diagnosin g some specifi c item s 
where necessary. T o be in a position to assess the performance o f SACCOs, a  se t of 
indicators nee d t o b e establishe d whic h woul d facilitat e suc h a  task . Base d o n th e 
aforementioned, it is recommended that broad areas be identified that may for m the basis 
for assessin g the performance of SACCOs . 
The followin g are a range of performance indicator s that may be considered: outreach; 
quality of services; operational  efficiency and portfolio quality; growth rate; profitable 
interest rates; Management  Information  Systems'  quality; good  practice  and 
governance; and transparent financial reporting, 
K K member s ar e sprea d t o al l 2 6 region s i n Tanzania , taking int o accoun t tim e 
constraint as mentioned above and limited financia l resource s t o the researcher's part , 
the study was conducted in Dar es salaam only, with members between 1,000 and 1,200. 
Therefore, 12 2 participant s wer e picke d a t random , representin g abou t 10 % of th e 
estimated number of the focus group. 
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1.7 The assignment 
Assigned dut y b y th e communit y was t o carr y ou t K K institutional and financia l 
assessment exercise that was never done before. Since KK's formatio n almost 30 years 
ago (1976) , i t ha s gon e throug h thre e differen t transformation s bu t n o singl e 
assessment/diagnosis hav e eve r bee n don e s o leader s an d som e societ y member s 
indicated th e nee d t o carr y ou t a n assessment . Assigne d dut y tha t require d urgen t 
execution was to undertak e th e financia l an d institutional assessment to examin e the 
current society situation and recommend what should be done to reverse the threats and 
weaknesses observed. 
(i) Needs Assessment and Initial information collection 
Before joining th e Society , the consultan t ha d to appl y (Appendix 1) to offe r a  free 
service i n the community , which coul d tak e hi m a period of eighteen months . Afte r 
being accepted (Appendix 2) and formal orientation done, a meeting was held with the 
society committee leaders and informal discussions with some members were held with 
the aim of identifying their needs. The following needs were highlighted; 
- Determining the current society performance status; 
- Management ability to run the society; 
Collection of initial information was done from two different focu s groups, i.e. leaders 
and ordinary members. Th e survey was specificall y conducte d to ge t a n overview o f 
pressing needs and more familiarization about the society. 
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(ii) Members participation 
Member's participatio n i s encourage d an d eac h membe r a t hi s /he r ow n initiative is 
ready to cooperate with their leaders to ensure the society succeeds in meeting its goals. 
(iii) Work plan 
During th e whol e proces s o f involvemen t i n the society , a  summarize d wor k pla n 
(Appendix 3) indicating activities from December 2003 to December 2004. 
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CHAPTER II 
2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Theoretical review 
Co-operative societ y is defined as , "an association of  persons who  have voluntarily 
joined together for the  purpose of  achieving a common need through the formation of 
democratically controlled organization and who make equitable contributions to capital 
required for the  formation of  such an organization, and  who accept the risks and the 
benefits of the  undertaking  in  which  they  actively  participate"  (Cooperativ e 
development policy 2002). 
Munkner, H.H (1984) defines a cooperative as, "the pure organizational model -  which 
is any kind o f group of persons linked togethe r by economic interest wh o undertake 
planned economic activity by using their own resources of solving their own problems". 
The Cooperativ e development policy 2002, after revisin g the previous policy of 1997, 
set th e cooperativ e visio n an d missio n givin g a  genera l directio n o f cooperative 
development i n the foreseeabl e future . Th e general direction/visio n o f the futur e 
Tanzanian cooperative system is geared towards 'improved and sustainable cooperatives 
that are capable of fulfilling members' economic and social needs'. The Government (as 
per articl e 1.4. 2 o f cooperative developmen t polic y 2002 ) state s that ; Vnder  the 
liberalized economic environment cooperatives are among many business players in the 
market Cooperators  need economically strong organizations at the grassroots that are 
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created through unity  of  different  groups  of  small  producers... Cooperatives in  this 
respect become an economic empowerment tool of the society such as small producers/ 
farmers, women  and  youths, who  otherwise could not compete as  individual  players in 
the market.  Thus,  the  government  believes  that  under  this  environment, cooperative 
mission is to, 'develop  cooperatives that:-
- Are member based i.e. owned and controlled by members; 
- Work for the  betterment of members' own economic and social development and that of 
the community in which they live; 
- Operate competitively as independent economic entities; and 
- Care for present and future members 
A savings and credit cooperative society (SACCOS) i s an association of people who join 
together t o sav e mone y an d mak e loan s t o on e anothe r a t reasonabl e interes t rates 
without exploiting o r bein g exploited. The member s provide capital by wa y o f shares 
and deposits , which are rotated in loans to members. IF AD defines SACCOS as; "a very 
simple form of financial institution, which fit well with the socio-economic milieu of th e 
rural poor and th e poor community as a  whole. Hence, they are better placed to innovate 
and develop indigenous financial products relevant to the communitie s they serve. Also, 
SACCOs are democrati c institutions where members have a voice in the policie s of th e 
SACCO, particularly regarding the setting of interest rates on savings/loans". 
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Compared t o othe r financial  institutions , a  saving s an d credi t cooperativ e i s uniqu e 
because it follows a philosophy of self-help, member control and economic democracy. 
The Cooperativ e work s fo r th e socia l an d economi c bettermen t o f th e members . 
Members of the cooperative own and control the organization. In a competitive business 
environment saving s and credi t cooperative s mus t follo w soun d busines s practice s t o 
survive and progress while following the cooperative principles. 
Savings and Credit Cooperative societies are established basing on values of, self-help, 
social responsibility , openness, democracy , equality , solidarity , care an d honest y o f 
members through participation. With their emphasis on lending, mobilizing savings and 
management a t loca l level , SACCO s appea r to b e a  ver y promising mechanism fo r 
delivery of financial services to the rural poor throughout th e country . In view of their 
proximity to their clients, the operating and transaction costs of SACCOs are relatively 
low. Further , being organizations formed by beneficiaries themselves , th e latte r fee l a 
sense of ownership in their respective SACCO s and, hence, ensure that operations ar e 
conducted accordin g to established criteri a and procedures. Thi s has resulte d i n more 
effective operations mirrored also in reduced risks in lending and repayments. 
The National Micro finance Policy recognizes the institutions providing micro finance 
services a s th e rea l drivin g forc e behin d th e achievemen t o f th e ultimat e goa l of 
development of sustainable micro finance. 
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In Tanzania SACCOs are divided into rural and urban, but all of them are subject to the 
same legal and institutional framework. Rural SACCO s are those who serve member s 
whose livelihoo d depen d o n residence in , or interaction with , the countrysid e beyon d 
district towns. Almost all rural people are involved in one way or another in farming, but 
they may be many other things besides -  traders , processors, artisans , an d providers of 
services. Urban SACCOs are mostly wage-based SACCOs , where regular contributions 
and deduction s ar e mad e b y agreemen t wit h employers . Wha t conventionall y 
distinguishes rura l SACCOs i s the common bond of farming (often a  particular export 
crop) as the major member's sourc e of income. 
Currently the government o f Tanzania is undertaking various initiatives towards poverty 
reduction an d attainmen t o f socia l an d economi c development . I n th e proces s th e 
government founde d within its broad policy framework the 'visio n 2025' that stipulates 
the vision , mission, goals and targets to be achieved with respect to economic growth 
and poverty eradication by the year 2025. 
To operationalis e visio n 2025 , th e governmen t formulated , 'Nationa l Povert y 
Eradication Strategy ' (NPES) , whic h provide s overal l guidanc e an d framework for 
coordination and supervision of the implementation of policies and strategies of poverty 
eradication. Th e guidanc e require d a n instrumen t fo r channelin g the nationa l effort s 
towards the broadly agreed objective s s o a medium term strategy of poverty reduction; 
'Poverty Reductio n Strategy ' (PRS ) was formulate d i n year 2000 . Amon g many se t 
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targets for the PRS , 'reductio n of the proportio n of the population below basic needs 
poverty line by half by year 2010% require an extra effort t o ensure that the strategies 
move with the Millennium Development Goals. 
In orde r t o implemen t effectivel y th e developmen t visio n 2025 , ther e ar e tw o key 
prerequisites an d these are, good governance and competitiveness of the economy. It is 
obvious that these forces cannot happen by themselves but have to be deliberately grown 
and natured. In this regard, if for instance i t so happens, non e of these prerequisites ar e 
created. Obviously, there is a possibility that by the year 2025 there would be no positive 
impact on the quality of life of the people and instead it would increasingly worsen year 
after year. 
One of the ke y solutions is to develop Microfinance Institutions (MFIs ) that plays an 
important rol e in fighting against man y aspects of poverty. The emergence o f Mico« 
finance Institutions (MFIs ) i n Tanzani a cam e afte r th e developmen t o f th e micr o 
enterprises. Befor e the 1980 s ther e was onl y one publi c corporation, namely , Smal l 
Industrial Development Corporation (SIDO) that had the role of providing small loans to 
small-scale busines s undertakings . Worker s Saving and Credi t Cooperative Societies 
(SACCOs) that were established at work places were also extending small loans to their 
individual members. Th e Cooperative Societies Act of 1991 provided the basis for the 
development of SACCOs as privately owned and -organized equity-based institutions. 
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Microfinance i s the provision of financial service , primarily savings and credit to poor 
households and microenterprises that do not have access to formal financial institutions. 
Experience shows that microfinance can help the poor to increase income, build viable 
business an d reduc e thei r vulnerabilit y to externa l shocks . I t ca n also be a  powerful 
instrument fo r self-empowerment b y enabling the poor to become economi c agents of 
change. Borrower s must hav e deb t capacity, ( i.e capacity to repay) not just nee d fo r 
credit, otherwise, credit simply makes the client's situation worse, slipping further int o 
poverty with added burden of debt. 
Banks and non-bank financial institutions, SACCOs and NGOs are free to develop micro 
finance services on the basis of their own internal objectives - whethe r profit , poverty 
alleviation, self-help or other motivations. The Government expects the institutions that 
decide to become micro finance service providers to fulfil l thei r responsibility to learn 
best practices and to apply sound financial principle s in the deliver y of their services, 
particularly with  respec t t o pricing , loa n delinquency control , financial reporting and 
information management , appropriat e technique s an d products , gende r equit y an d 
governance. 
Tanzania i s a  membe r o f the Internationa l Cooperativ e Allianc e (ICA) , whic h i s an 
independent, non-governmenta l associatio n tha t unites , represent s an d serve s 
cooperatives worldwide . Its ' member s ar e nationa l an d internationa l cooperativ e 
organisations i n all sectors o f activity including agriculture , banking, energy, industry, 
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insurance, fisheries , housing, tourism and consumer cooperatives . As a member o f the 
ICA, th e Tanzani a cooperative s ar e require d t o operat e accordin g t o it s guidin g 
principles. These cooperatives principles are guidelines by which cooperatives put their 
values int o practice . Firs t establishe d i n Rochdale , Englan d i n th e 1840 fs, thes e 
cooperative principle s ar e periodicall y reviewed an d update d b y th e Internationa l 
Cooperative Alliance. 
2.1.1 Emergenc e of Cooperative Societies in Tanzania 
Savings and credit Co-operatives in Tanzania are the oldest in Africa; they have existed 
in Tanzani a since 192 5 and started to expand in the 1930s . They were found both in 
urban (employee s cooperative s a t wor k places ) an d i n rural area s where the y wer e 
closely linke d with  primar y cooperativ e cro p marketin g societie s (PCSs) . Th e first 
Cooperative Act was enacted i n year 193 2 and they officially starte d in the year 1938. 
After independence the government policy was to make coops an economic development 
foundation. 
They have, nevertheless , suffere d th e legac y of Cooperatives in Tanzania: policy and 
political disruptions, dissolution and reformation, top-down initiatives in their formation 
and management appointments particularl y during the socialist and strongly centralised 
Tanzania. For the political economy and transformations o f cooperatives see for example 
Mporogomy, 1988 , Schyberge r 1988 , Mushining a 1991 , Mwangamil a 199 2 an d 
Scwettman 1993 . A n interestin g observatio n her e shoul d b e tha t despit e th e 
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interruptions, cooperatives have overtime gained strength. Thi s is particularly so where 
SACCOs tha t are linke d wit h hig h value crop s marketing societies , as i s the cas e in 
Kilimanjaro where they are closely interwoven and linked to the coffee economy. 
After independenc e i n 1961 the government recognise d the importance of cooperatives 
as a central policy instrument and at first it used a commonwealth model by expanding 
cooperatives eve n t o areas , whic h ha d n o cas h crops . Th e governmen t regarde d 
cooperatives a s th e basi c futur e o f rura l development , o r th e basi s o f th e futur e 
cooperative economy in which the society could get rid of the vagaries of competition. 
In 1967 , Tanzania adopted the socialis t model of development, which as time went by 
saw different level s of contradictions between market oriented cooperative economy and 
the state. 
Eventually thes e contradiction s ende d i n 197 6 whe n th e governmen t disbande d th e 
marketing cooperative s i n favou r o f a  villag e based socialis t model o f cooperativ e 
development. A s per 197 5 villag e and villagisatio n Act, the village s were deeme d 
multipurpose cooperative societies, which facilitated crop collection and handed over the 
crops to state owned authorities. The cooperative movement between 1976 and 1984 was 
not genuine because it failed th e test of the internationa l accepted principles based on 
equity, equality and mutua l sel f -help . In order to reverse this trend th e governmen t 
restructured th e cooperativ e movemen t throug h th e 198 2 cooperativ e Act , whic h 
repealed that of 1975. 
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However, the implementation of the 198 2 Act was still political, static and did not free 
the cooperativ e movement from government interference a s i t continued to impose its 
demand an d contro l over the interna l management an d business affairs . B y 1988-89 
there was general awareness in the government that though cooperatives were important 
institutions fo r poverty alleviation , they coul d no t a t the sam e time become efficient 
instruments of government policy. 
A stud y carried out by Moshi Cooperative College in 1989/90 concluded that failure of 
the cooperative s i n Tanzania mainland was due to excessive government involvement 
into affairs o f the cooperatives Movement. This realization together with other studie s 
resulted in repealing the 198 2 act and enacted the Cooperative Act No. 15 of 1991. This 
Act was followed by the Cooperative development policy of 1997 following economic 
reforms an d economi c chang e du e t o trad e liberalization . Th e enactmen t o f th e 
Cooperative Act in 1991 and the cooperative policy of 1997 did not help much either 
because there were some shortcomings observed. 
After mor e than 7 0 years o f cooperative movement i n Tanzania, the firs t cooperative 
development policy was prepared in 1997 in order to safeguard laws under the 1991 Ac t 
so in all cases it was not comprehensive enough to be complete. The policy emphasized 
government stand on the cooperative development in relation to the principal foundation 
of the International Cooperative Alliance (ICA) policy. The 1997 policy revealed some 
weaknesses, especiall y on issues regarding economy, free market, environment, gender 
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and responsibilities of other stake holders so these issues together with others made it 
necessary to review the policy. 
On 2000 a presidential committee was formed under the Hon. Ambassador C.G. Kahama 
(currently th e Ministe r fo r cooperative s and marketing) , identified area s that needed 
attention and recommended what was to be done to make the policy that wil l enabl e 
cooperatives to be more member oriented i.e. free and independent business bodies. In 
the yea r 200 0 th e governmen t forme d a  separat e Ministr y o f Cooperative s and 
Marketing with  an intention of performing activitie s as mentioned in the Presidential 
Advisory committee. 
The government prepared another Cooperative Bill that resulted in the Cooperative Act 
No. 20 of 2003. The new Cooperative Development policy was also prepared in 2002 
and it is now in use. Cooperative Societies Rules were prepared under sponsorship of the 
World Bank and it became in use soon after the cooperative Act no. 20 of 2003, which 
became operational on 1st August 2004. Section 16(1) of the Cooperative Act states; 
'Primary societies  may  form Secondary societies  and  Secondary societies  may  form 
Apex societies.  A  Federation  may  be formed by Apex societies.  Where  a  Primary or 
Secondary cooperative society is unable to join into a Secondary or Apex society, due to 
its nature and/or desire of  its members, it  may be allowed to become a member of the 
Federation'. 
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Members o f cooperativ e societ y forme d shal l choos e th e typ e o f se t u p the y wan t 
themselves rather than the mandatory structures imposed to them by the previous law. In 
The Ac t no . 15 o f 1991 , cooperative s societie s wer e startin g from  primary , the n 
secondary, Ape x and end up with the federation , bu t i n Act no 20 of 2003 individual 
primary societ y ca n reques t an d b e a  membe r o f th e Tanzani a Federatio n o f 
Cooperatives without getting permission of any body in-between. 
Al l cooperativ e societie s ar e member s o f th e Tanzani a Federatio n o f Cooperatives 
(TFC), the governing body of all cooperatives in Tanzania. On the other hand TFC is a 
member of the International Federation of Cooperatives (ICA). The major objective of 
the ICA is to promote and strengthen autonomous co-operatives throughout the world. 
In orde r t o achiev e it s aims , th e IC A organises international , regiona l and sectora l 
meetings, thus serving as a forum for the exchange of experience and information among 
its vas t membership . Throug h it s headquarter s i n Genev a an d regiona l office s fo r 
Europe, the Americas, Africa and Asia and the Pacific and project offices in Africa and 
the Americas , the IC A provides technical assistance for co-operativ e developmen t in 
Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Eastern and Central Europe. 
Every member cooperative federation is obliged to adopt the ICA principles so that there 
is a consistency in cooperatives activities in all member countries. 
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2.1.2 Developmen t of SACCOs in Tanzania 
Excessive governmen t protectio n and uncontrolle d borrowing resulted i n collapse of 
state owned financial institutions in the later part of 1980s after the unions accumulated 
insurmountable debts . Thi s led to a  general awareness in the governmen t that though 
cooperatives were importan t institution s for poverty alleviation, they coul d no t a t th e 
same tim e becom e efficien t instrument s o f governmen t policy . Th e ne w Ac t lai d 
foundation fo r establishin g self-manage d cooperative s becaus e thos e cooperatives , 
which were formed without genuine member support were later collapsed, as they were 
plagued wit h mismanagement , irresponsibilit y and insolvency . I t i s believe d tha t 
introduction of trade liberalization came at an acceptable time when some cooperatives 
were collapsing and others already dead. 
Multipartism, Economic and financial sector reforms in Tanzania in early 1990s was the 
reason wh y cooperative Act no. 1 5 of 1991 was amended i n 1997 and a cooperative 
development policy released. More improvement on cooperative movement came in year 
2000 when another cooperative policy was issued followed by cooperative societies Rule 
in 2003 and Act no. 20 of2003. 
Apart from  al l change s an d reforms , on e importan t fac t remaine d that ; th e basi c 
responsibility of a cooperatives enterprise is the mobilization of resources from the weak 
members of the community so that through their cooperative business they can change 
their conditions of life . 
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In 196 4 th e firs t Saving s an d Credi t cooperativ e unio n Leagu e o f Tanganyik a 
(SCCULT),which was the national association of savings and credit societies (SACCOs) 
was formed. Formation of SCCULT wa s to assis t saving s and credit Co-operatives to 
organize, expand, improve their economic performance an d integrate their economical 
performance rol e within the social economic and monetary development in Tanzania. By 
that time there were onl y 42 affiliated SACCOs . Afte r experiencin g lot s o f changes , 
SCCULT (1992 ) LT D wa s forme d wit h 1 0 founde r members , includin g th e 
Wafanyakazi wa Posta na Simu Savings and Credit Society Limited (KK). By the end of 
year 1992 there were 201 SACCOs members and as time went by more members joined 
reaching 678 members by October 2004. 
SCCULT i s a  nationa l associatio n an d i t i s a  membe r of , Tanzani a Federatio n o f 
Cooperatives (TFC) , ACCOSC A (Africa n confederatio n o f cooperativ e saving s an d 
credit associations ) an d WOCC U (Worl d counci l of credi t unions) . A t the momen t 
Wafanyakazi w a Post a n a Sim u SACCO s i s no t a  member s o f SCUL T followin g 
administrative disagreemen t betwee n K K an d SCCUL T regardin g t o annua l 
contributions. 
2.13 SACCO S as an appropriate microfinance tool for poverty eradication. 
Poverty in Tanzania is mainly a rural phenomenon becaus e rural households compris e 
some 92% of the poor, and rural villages generally lack financial services. As reported in 
the 199 7 Worl d Ban k Participatory Povert y Assessmen t i n Tanzania's rura l villages, 
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savings mean t puttin g asid e somethin g fo r emergencies , o r fo r majo r o r specia l 
expenses. Th e survey found that the idea of savings seemed to be widespread and well 
understood t o "hel p overcome the ba d times i n a difficul t life. " I f microfinance is to 
perform it s function as one (but not the only ) tool in a poverty reduction program, the 
role of savings and credit in rural village communities a s wel l a s village households1 
perception o f the financial  service s nee d t o b e clearl y understood b y provider s of 
microfinance services. 
Statistics indicat e tha t ou t o f Tanzania' s approximatel y 1 5 millio n workin g ag e 
population, approximatel y 3  millio n ar e employe d i n 1. 8 millio n enterprises , th e 
majority o f which are in rural areas. Only 0.4% of these enterprises obtain their credit 
needs from formal sources and less than 0.3% from the savings and credit associations 
(SACCOs). These facts make the informal sector a very significant player in the national 
financial landscape and demand careful attention i f mutually beneficial financial services 
are t o b e extende d b y the forma l financia l secto r t o th e majorit y o f people (PRID E 
Tanzania, 1997). 
Saving and credit co-operative societies (SACCOs) are dynamic people owned financial 
institutions, operate d o n soun d co-operativ e an d busines s principles . Their primary 
purpose ar e to provide high quality, reasonably priced financial products an d services 
that not only meet, but exceed members expectations . SACCO s are a very simple form 
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of Micro Financing Institution (MFIs), which fit well with the socio-economic milieu of 
the rural poor and the poor community as a whole. 
Hence, they ar e bette r placed to innovat e an d develo p indigenous financia l product s 
relevant t o th e communitie s they serve . Currentl y operating SACCO s ar e structure d 
based o n the 199 1 Co-operative Act of Tanzania. They are voluntar y associations to 
which members contribut e their savings and from which they may obtain loans. They 
raise mone y from the savings , deposits, share s and contributions (including statutory 
reserves), so as to enable them to increase lending capacity to their members. 
In Tanzania , SACCOs hav e registere d differen t degree s of success. SACCO s whos e 
common bond is the work place and composed of educated people, have endured the test 
of tim e an d hav e recorde d som e degre e o f success . Wel l functionin g SACCO s ar e 
popular because of their abilit y to provide low-cost emergency o r consumption loans 
without the burdensome bureaucratic procedures associated with formal banks. They do 
not require long complicated application procedures. They provide safe and convenient 
deposit facilities , whic h ar e normall y easily accessibl e an d locate d nea r members ' 
workplaces o r homes. I n addition, the hour s o f operation tend t o b e sensitiv e to th e 
members' hour s o f business operation . Perhap s on e variabl e that distinguishe s wel l 
functioning SACCO s from others is that savings and loan repayments are often directly 
deducted from the payroll . Thi s significantly diminishe s the possibilit y of default and 
ensures the discipline for regular deposits. 
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In som e rural areas especially among less educated groups , running SACCOs has been 
more challenging . SACCO s require s goo d bookkeepin g skills , whic h ar e ofte n 
conspicuously absent in rural areas. This makes the device less user-friendly to the poor 
who ar e ofte n illiterate . In view of their proximity to thei r clients , the operatin g and 
transaction cost s o f SACCO s ar e relativel y low. This has resulte d i n more effectiv e 
operations mirrored also in reduced risks in lending and repayments. Though most of the 
urban SACCO s ar e unio n o f forma l secto r workers , ther e i s a  potentia l fo r th e 
development of SACCOs of informal sector workers, as is indicated by the experience s 
of SID O -  GT Z Project i n the promotio n of savings an d credi t association s withi n 
primary cooperative societies in Dar-es-salaam, (Bastiaenen, 1995). 
Available data up to May 2003 shows that total registered SACCO s i n Tanzania were 
1,236 with  a  tota l amoun t o f 157,77 4 members . B y that time, there were 77 8 urban 
societies an d 45 8 rura l SACCOs . Tota l share value wa s Tshs . 8,785,507,545/ = an d 
deposits wer e Tshs . 12,176,772,804/= (Ministry  of  Cooperatives  and  Marketing  -
Appendix 4) 
SACCOs ar e in the category of the microfinance institutions (MFIs) that work towards 
institutional financia l self-sufficienc y while maintaining a commitment to servin g the 
poorest familie s wit h financia l servic e fo r povert y reduction . Microfinanc e means 
providing very poor families with very small loans (microcredit) to help them engage in 
productive activities or grow their tiny businesses. Ove r time microfinance has come to 
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include a broader range of services to the very poor that lack access to traditional formal 
financial institutions that require a variety of financial products. 
The financial services needed in poor households vary, according to a family's level of 
poverty, its skills , lif e cycle needs, and local market opportunities . Savings are neede d 
by poor families to prepare for major event s such as marriage, to finance basic health 
care, housing, children's education, or to se t asid e emergency funds . Million s of poor 
families in the developing world use small loans to make their living from a huge variety 
of microenterprise s o r to hel p them cop e wit h an emergency o r short-term economi c 
downturn. Many poor families also greatly benefit from money transfers from migrant 
relatives. Overall , thes e service s ca n hel p poo r familie s benefi t from  economi c 
opportunities t o buil d u p income s an d asset s to lif t the m ou t o f poverty . I n othe r 
circumstances, financial  services provide protection from sliding furthe r int o poverty. 
Al l over the world, microfinance institutions not only provide key services, but also play 
an importan t rol e i n buildin g u p community-base d groups , loca l networks , an d 
leadership skills, especially for poor women. 
Many poo r households woul d prefe r wag e employmen t i n a forma l business t o self -
employment i n informal enterprise . Smal l an d mediu m enterprises (SMEs ) hav e th e 
potential to create many new jobs, but SME s are often severel y constrained by lack of 
access to capital. They are excluded by both the formal and informal financial sector -
the forme r deeming them too risky and the latte r lackin g the resources an d systems to 
extend services to the sector. 
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According t o Kironde , J.M.L (1992) , realizatio n o f the importanc e o f micro-financ e 
lending increased due the following reasons; 
* Th e need to tackle poverty which is prevalent an d in some cases increasing in both 
the rural and urban areas. 
• Th e declining role of the publi c sector, and the increasin g role of micro and small 
enterprises (MSE) in promoting growth and development, offerin g employment and 
reducing income disparities; 
• Th e realizatio n that increase d participatio n an d contributio n o f MSE s lea d t o a n 
increased need for financial services, particularly credit, to support their initiatives; 
• Th e unwillingness of the forma l financia l institutions (FFIs ) to offe r credi t t o th e 
poor or small business undertakers. In any case, the latte r would find it difficult t o 
meet the conditions set by the FFIs to extend credit to their operations ; 
• Economi c liberalization that has see n many FFIs streamlining their operations an d 
concentrating o n profitable ventures , thus leaving out rura l areas and th e poo r in 
general. 
Microcredit came to prominence i n the 1980s , although early experiments dat e back 30 
years in Bangladesh, Brazi l and few other countries. Althoug h in the past other people 
considered microfinanc e t o be the sam e as microcredit , they differed a s time went by. 
Microcredit refers to provision of credit only, while microfinance covers a broader range 
of financial services, encompassing credit , savings, insurance, leasing, housing, payment 
transfers and remittance services . 
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In the 1980 s the emphasi s i n poverty alleviation campaigns wa s for providing loans or 
credit (micro credit) fo r income generating activitie s but i n the 1990 s when financier s 
became more knowledgeable o n mircocredit to the poor and their needs, broader range 
of financial services (microfinance) has become better understood (FA Q in Microfinance 
04-2001). 
SACCOs ar e the onl y institutional providers o f microfinance service s whos e activitie s 
and operation s ar e no t subjec t t o monitorin g b y governmen t agencie s other than th e 
BOT, and/o r b y private secto r organizations . Th e activities and operations o f SACCOs 
are subject t o mandatory monitorin g by and submission of reports to the Registrar in the 
Ministry of Cooperatives and marketing, as well a s by the SACCOs ' apex organization, 
SCCULT, fo r thos e wh o ar e members . Th e Cooperative s Audi t an d Supervisio n 
Corporation (COASCO) i s also involved in monitoring and examination because of their 
mandate to conduct the external audit for cooperatives. There are no clear indications of 
the benefit s receive d b y SACCO s i n general relativ e t o th e additiona l administrativ e 
burdens and expenses that are borne by the cooperative financial institutions, in terms of 
the enhance d developmen t o f capacit y an d sustainabilit y o f SACCO s a s a  clas s o f 
microfinance institutions. 
Tanzania has tw o categories of institutional providers o f microfinance, whic h are no t 
subject t o prudentia l regulation , th e Saving s an d Credi t Cooperativ e Societie s 
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(SACCOS) an d th e financia l Non-Governmenta l Organization s (NGOs) . Thes e tw o 
categories o f institutiona l provider s o f microfinanc e service s pre-dat e th e entr y o f 
commercial bank s int o microfinance . Th e numbe r o f SACCOs , thei r outreac h t o 
members an d clients , resources generate d from members i n terms of share capital and 
savings, and the volume of loans outstanding to member-borrowers fa r exceed those for 
the financial NGOs. 
In 2005, Department fo r International Development (DFID) - U K published a report 'the 
microfinance as a business opportunity for the private sector \ aimed at recognizing the 
importance of a fully functional financial sector and its central place in the promotion of 
economic growth, private sector development and poverty reduction. The Lessons drawn 
from th e stud y ar e mainl y base d o n experience s i n Tanzani a (b y th e variou s 
implementing partner s o f SNV-Tanzania' s Financia l Service s Advisor y Projec t 
including, Directorat e o f Fiel d Education-Dodom a Win g (DFE-Dodoma) , Karagwe 
Development Relie f Service s -  KADERE S an d Financia l Services and Developmen t 
Association - FISEDA). Althoug h they are not necessarily applicable to other countrie s 
or circumstance, it is felt that many of the issues, lessons and 'preconditions for success' 
generated go beyond the specifi c situation of Tanzania. As such, they wil l be useful to 
those involved in the promotion of community-based microfinance initiatives elsewhere. 
In Tanzani a an d Eas t Afric a i n general , ther e ar e differen t school s o f thought wit h 
regards t o th e feasibilit y an d sustainabilit y o f th e cooperativ e concept . Shoul d 
community-based rura l microfinance become legall y registered SACCO s or should this 
be avoided at al l cost? Bot h options can produce sustainabl e results ; i t all depends on 
how you design and implement the promotion programme. 
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The firs t schoo l o f thought argue s that , ther e ar e a  numbe r o f reasons wh y some 
promoters choos e no t t o appl y the cooperativ e concept , including : Th e cooperativ e 
history is a tainted one because i n the past the system was highly politicised, resulting in 
mismanagement, poor governance and in many cases, collapse; all at the expense of the 
poor rural farmer. Evidence shows that it is a long-term (and thus expensive) process to 
rebuild the confidence of the rural people with regard to the SACCOs-concept. 
The Tanzanian legal system for formal financial institution s does not specifically cate r 
for cooperative s o r cooperativ e banks , i.e . the y ar e no t integrate d i n the Ban k o f 
Tanzania (BOT). Cooperatives of all kind are registered under the Cooperative Act, and 
supervised by the Cooperative Department through the Distric t Commissioners offices 
(DCOs). Promoting agencies have to be creative and innovative to avoid the potential 
problems associated with a dual supervision system when creating cooperative banking 
networks. 
Having a legal entity is an advantage i n theory, but in practice, the legal system is still 
under-developed, and commercial courts of law are in a pilot phase only. Furthermore, 
inventive ways have been found to take informal groups to court. 
The other school of thought, however, argues that in principle, the cooperative system is 
still an effective way to community ownership and community development. One only 
needs to address th e weaknesses i n the system . As one promoter put it : "If your child 
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died of malaria, would that stop you from having another child ? If these days there are 
mosquito-nets an d insect-repellent that can protect you from the disease?" Membership 
education on rights and responsibilities, democratic decision-making, clear reporting and 
accountability systems ar e some of the things that can prevent th e 'disease ' tha t killed 
SACCOs i n the past . The major advantage of being a legal entity is that it allows for 
growth, almost indefinitely. 
In the cooperative philosophy the aspect of creating independence i s key, a SACCOs is 
an independent financia l institutio n that can grow to any size. In this respect, onc e the 
initial investment in promotion and confidence building has been done, being a SACCOs 
allows for more economies of scale as the entity grows to larger numbers, or even into a 
cooperative banking network. 
What i s require d i s t o reorganis e an d strengthe n th e existin g Regional and Distric t 
Departments o f the Cooperatives to enable them to conduct services appropriately. This 
necessitates additional training and funds to cooperative officers, including the provision 
of transport an d computer equipment to improve supervision and auditing. Furthermore, 
there is need for the Cooperatives Department to liaise more actively with the BOT with 
regard t o supervisor y aspects . Th e mor e successfu l SACCO s shoul d b e allowe d to 
transform int o Community/Villag e Bank s i n orde r t o mak e the m mor e effectiv e 
institutions. However, the graduation of selected SACCOs to Village Banks should be a 
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stepwise process . Mor e specifically , Villag e Banks are considered as those institutions 
able to make loans and receive deposits from non-members. 
However, it is too much to expect from even the best-positioned SACCO s to take on all 
such responsibilit y at once . A  firs t stag e shoul d b e th e acceptanc e o f non-membe r 
deposits while restricting lending exclusively to SACCO s members . Th e restriction of 
lending to members i s to enable the mechanisms of peer pressure to continue to apply, 
particularly to ensure loan repayment. Thus , all borrowers of the Village Banks should 
continue to be members until  a certain threshold is reached where restriction on lending 
only to members acts as a constraint on the growth of the Village Banks. At that point, 
the restrictio n should be lifted , an d they shoul d then b e allowed to lend also to non-
members, which is the second stage. 
2.2 Empirical review: 
Structural transformatio n i n Tanzani a ha s bee n notabl y limited , an d achievement s 
relative to expectation s hav e been marginal . Agriculture still dominate s th e economy: 
accounting for 45% where i t reaches 75% of all exports . Current employment leve l is 
80% lower than levels at independence but it is higher than in most developing countries 
(USAID Region Working  Paper Series No. 51 June 2003). The main factors behind the 
slow progress in Tanzania's development are primarily inadequate capita l accumulation 
and productivity growth, poor suppor t fo r the transformatio n o f agriculture, disrupted 
progress in building human capital, and delayed demographic transition. 
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A lo t have been written regarding successes and failures of cooperatives in Tanzania, but 
not man y researcher s hav e thoroughl y assesse d SACCO S to evaluat e thei r specifi c 
performances. I n our report we studied the assessed reports of various SACCOs done by 
two organizations; i.e the 'DUNDULIZA/Developpement International Desjardins (DID) 
Tanzania9 wh o prepared , " the diagnosis  report of External  Savings And Credit 
Cooperative Society"  an d th e International  Cooperative Alliance  (ICA)  - Regional 
Office for Eastern,  Central  and Southern Africa ICA - ROESCA  (in  collaboration with 
other institutions)' , wh o prepare d a  "Survey  report  on Rural  Savings  and  Credit 
Cooperative Societies in Tanzania". 
In 200 0 (June) , th e Governmen t o f Tanzani a (throug h BOT) , The Internationa l 
Cooperative Alliance (ICA) - Regiona l Office fo r Eastern, Central and Southern Africa 
(ICA-ROESCA) and other several bi-lateral agencies prepared a "survey report on Rural 
Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies in Tanzania". The study had the intention of 
clarifying th e situatio n o f rura l saving s an d credi t co-operative s i n Tanzania . Othe r 
agencies involve d in the study are, Canadian International Development Agency, Danish 
International Assistance , Department fo r International Developmen t (United Kingdom), 
and the n Ministr y o f Agricultur e an d Cooperative s (no w separate d t o tw o differen t 
ministries). Other s are , Saving s an d Credi t Cooperativ e Unio n Leagu e o f Tanzania, 
Royal Netherlands ' Embass y an d Swedis h Cooperative Centre . Th e fina l repor t wa s 
issued January 2001. 
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The surve y repor t ha s th e ai m o f helpin g reader s t o understan d th e contex t an d 
dynamics of the formation and operations of rural SACCO s i n the country, which also 
entails an analysis and discussion of both the internal and external factors that had the 
influence in the process. It was noted on the statistical overview that statistics gathered 
by the Department of Cooperatives in the Ministry of Agriculture and cooperatives were 
gathered b y Regional cooperative s officer s who lacked resources t o ge t int o the fiel d 
making the leve l of confidence in their accuracy to be low. Since they were the more 
recently an d accurat e statistic s availabl e a t tha t time , th e surve y wa s base d o n th e 
information provided. 
The stud y conducted looked in SACCOs according to type of service offered. The range 
of services offered is divided into three basic types and three SACCOs (Swaya SACCOs 
of Mbeya , Wino SACCO s o f Ruvuma, Bahi Sokon i SACCO s o f Dodoma and several 
other SACCOs in Kilimanjaro region) were studied. 
The service s offered are as follows: 
i) Shares , voluntary deposits and loans (production, social or both) 
The missio n observed that this is the best way SACCO s are supposed to perform, though 
probably less than 10 % do so. Yet there are a  number of them following goo d (if not 
best) practices , scattere d acros s th e country . A  goo d exampl e o f these i s the Win o 
SACCOs o f Ruvuma, which has 2000 members and with some assets estimated to reach 
US $ 100,000. Wino SACCOs is well established and has up to date accounts. 
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Another SACCOs visited in this category i s Bahi Sokon i in Dodoma region. This is a 
small SACCO s with 43 members and what is noteworthy here is the practice of taking 
deposits i n kind, i n this case rice. The experience wit h Bah i Sokon i poses a seriou s 
question o f to wha t w e are t o make o f a financia l institutio n whose balance shee t is 
dominated by bags of rice? Presumably these are repayments o f production loans, held 
by the institution until the market conditions are most favourable. What is clear is that 
the institutio n is taking its members ' marketin g risk, which i s unacceptable fo r what 
should be a purely financial institution. 
The survey also found that a number of SACCOs doing non-financial business, in every 
case were disastrous. A good example of these is the Mwek a SACCO s in Kilimanjaro 
region, which bought a bus, which has neither made money, nor provided in its accounts 
for depreciation. Its shareholders have lost most of the investment. 
ii) Loan s only, based on shares: no savings account; 
This type of service is almost universal among wage-based SACCOs . Many , probably 
most, small new rural SACCOs also work in this way, where members are motivated by 
the chance of a loan. One of the SACCOs that offer such service was Swaya SACCOs in 
Mbeya region, which by then was one year old, founded by 31 members (26 male) in the 
expectation of International Fund for Agriculture Development (IFAD) credit. With total 
assets of less than US$800, Swaya is typical of the class of small SACCOs for which the 
costs of formal accounting and audit procedures cannot, at such a stage, make sense. 
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iii) Voluntary deposits and withdrawals only; 
The othe r type of rural SACCOs was ones that offered savings accounts only and these 
are more mature institutions with roots in earlier models, their reluctance to lend based 
on the bad past experience. Many SACCOs of this type are found in Kilimanjaro and at 
one time they were offering a full range of services. Lack of provision against bad loans 
(or a loan classification/ageing) system is very common, even though the standard Tria l 
Balance (accounting and regulation instrument) provides for this. Operational costs are 
met from small margin between interest paid to members and that received on SACCOs 
own bank account. 
Looking a t sustainability , none o f th e thre e above-mentione d categorie s i s making 
money. The survey found very few really profitable rural SACCOs, though some of the 
older institution s i n Kilimanjar o d o manag e t o ru n bette r tha n break-even . Mos t 
SACCOs under-pric e their loans and this was common theme i n cooperative financia l 
services. The demand from members is, above all, for low cost services and most would 
resist a  pricin g policy , whic h enable d th e SACCO s t o buil d significan t institutional 
capital (reserves). 
The missio n established that success an d failures o f many SACCO s i n Tanzania are 
almost similar as they all operate in the same structural web and operational perception. 
It is argued that the new knowledge and tools in microfinance are increasingly available 
at the national level, though mechanisms for transferring this technology to the SACCO s 
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have yet to be developed. In general, they highlighted the problems that afflicted rural 
SACCOs in Tanzania as: 
(a) Misappropriatio n and misapplication of funds; 
(b) Internal policies and controls such as loan policies and credit procedures are ignored 
leading to misuse and losses; 
(c) Unqualified staff ; 
(d) Use of honorary officials to carry out technical and professional functions for which 
they are not qualified; 
(e) Competitio n from political or charity programmes that flout best practices in micro-
finance; and 
(f) Lac k of cooperative education among the potential members, staff and officials . 
Also, the mission is of opinion that, though their best estimate o f current performance is 
that few, if any, ar e doing well in profit and loss terms, there is a resilience about these 
user-owned organizations , which defie s conventiona l ideas o f financia l sustainability . 
Most commo n coping mechanism fo r erodin g capital base is to cal l additiona l share 
capital from time t o time , somethin g lik e righ t issue , wher e shareholder s mus t find 
additional capita l i f they ar e t o retai n thei r plac e i n th e organization . Wage-base d 
SACCOs do this routinely, with monthly share contributions of Tshs. 5,000/= or more. 
The important thing to bear in mind is the primary expectation of low-cost services. If 
this means no dividend, no retained earning s o r reserves, an d a very limited range of 
services, whil e the SACCO s bump s alon g a t aroun d break-eve n an d lo w volume, 
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members ma y b e conten t i f onl y becaus e expectation s ar e s o low . Any proposed 
intervention would aim to raise expectations. 
Regarding SACCOs development, the mission found that a fresh approach is needed to 
give ne w impetu s an d includ e greate r dynamism . I n thi s case , othe r ne w actor s 
("operating agents" ) are require d for promotion of SACCOs i n Tanzania. These may 
include churc h developmen t agencies , loca l developmen t associations , banks , 
consultancy firms, outreach units of training institutions, local and international NGOs. 
Many of these have capacity needs of their own and wil l nee d a mechanism to access 
new skills. 
Ideally, the operating agency for SACCOs promotion would: 
(a) Understand banking and finance and be aware of new ideas in microfinance; 
(b) Have a good understanding of basic principles underlying SACCOs development; 
(c) Be informed of requirements of the Act and have a pragmatic plan for meeting them; 
(d) Be committed to poverty alleviation by working directly with target groups; 
(e) Have a  goo d understandin g o f rura l developmen t an d method s o f animation , 
sensitization and awareness building; 
(f) B e gende r sensitiv e an d awar e tha t wome n an d me n nee d differen t service s a t 
different points of time; 
(g) Be conversant with the methodology of strategic planning of operations; 
(h) Be abl e t o assis t SACCO s i n development , managemen t an d marketin g o f 
appropriate financial products to serve its membership; 
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(i) B e able to identify training needs of SACCOs leader s an d staff , an d facilitate the 
holding of training workshops and courses - whethe r in-house or out-sourced; 
(j) B e able to assist SACCOs in maintenance of sound bookkeeping and accounting; 
(k) Be able to assemble and give direction to, and motivate a team of field staff ; 
(1) T o be abl e t o develo p a  projec t managemen t informatio n system to monito r the 
financial performance of SACCOs; 
(m)Be prepared to denounce and initiate harsh corrective measures in case of detection 
of fraud within its own organization or cooperative organizations it is promoting; 
(n) Be able to establish positive linkage with non-cooperative, the government (ministry 
of cooperatives , distric t councils) , an d governmen t suppor t organization s fo r 
purposes of registration, inspection and auditing; 
(o) Be able to interact positively with possible donor agencies; 
(p) Be politically independent and resistance to political interference; 
(q) Be able to interact positively with other microfinance operating agencies working in 
other regions, or financial sectors i.e. Financial NGOs (FNGOs); 
(r) B e aware o f limitation, an d abl e t o assess its own capacities fo r cooperative 
promotion and needs foe additional training and technical assistance. 
Another organizatio n was DID - Tanzania , which i n 2001 conducte d a n institutional 
diagnosis fo r th e Externa l SACCO s locate d a t Ubung o area i n Dar-es-salaa m city . 
Legally, Dunduliza Ltd . is an offspring from the 'Financia l Services and Development 
Association (FISEDA) \ a n NG O that wa s registere d i n 199 9 unde r th e Societie s 
Ordinance Act of 1954. Dunduliza is a company limited by shares registered in 2004. 
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Currently, 60% of the shares are owned by FISEDA, and the remaining 40% is owned 
by Desjardin s Internationa l Developmen t (DID) . Dunduliza is based i n Dar es Salaam, 
with zonal offices i n Songea and Bunda. Its objective i s to facilitate the formatio n and 
capacity buildin g of SACCOs , a s wel l a s provisio n of monitorin g service s an d th e 
promotion of regional networks. 
In the study findings of External SACCOs, DID - Tanzania recorded some success and 
failures o n their operations Th e following i s the summarize d findings highlighted; The 
mood at the External SACCOs is encouraging. Member s are satisfied with the service s 
and products delivered in the society due to the following reasons: 
- It takes short time for members to receive loans; 
- Member s are given first priority in delivering loans comparing to the 
management team. 
Efficient provisio n of services is very reasonable; member s can wait loans for not more 
two weeks. 
Within the market, External SACCOs reputation needs to be reinforced. The y observed 
a slow down in the increasing rate in membership. External SACCOs management needs 
also t o reinforc e it s institutiona l position by promoting it s services . Man y people i n 
Ubungo constituency wer e not aware of External SACCOs existence. Although there is 
an opportunit y o f expandin g it s market , bu t du e t o poo r economi c situatio n o f th e 
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community in that area, their low incomes cannot meet high amounts o f entrance fees, 
high value of shares and high amounts of deposits. 
Other observations were: 
(a) Externa l SACCO s ha d by-law s bu t i t wa s no t busines s oriente d an d role s an d 
responsibilities of members, managemen t committe e members , staf f and managers 
were not defined, which needed to be updated; 
(b) There was lack of members and management education/trainin g because they cannot 
tell what are their rights, obligation, roles and responsibilities; 
(c) They practice efficient monitoring of its operations bu t they don't have any guiding 
policies; 
(d) Accounting system is not computerized and staffs ar e compute r illiterate , but they 
have all necessary accounting tools that facilitate manual accounting procedures; 
(e) Loans reimbursement s wer e no t effectivel y monitored , a s borrower s wer e no t 
repaying full amoun t o f their installments as agreed. There were no list of loans in 
arrears were produced in regular basis. Portfolio at risk (PAR90) for over 90 day that 
was required to reach a maximum of 5% was as high as 17.4%; 
(f) Externa l SACCOs had no proper safe for keeping money; 
(g) The equity base is moving in the right direction. Share s are refundable accordin g to 
SACCOs' la w and rules . Externa l SACCOs ha s t o b e prepared , i n any time, to 
answer positively to members looking for their shares; 
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(h) External SACCOs managemen t i s wel l prepare d fo r the challeng e o f managing a 
microfinance institution . Managemen t i s keen to learn more about management o f 
microfinance financia l institutio n such as knowledge of SACCOs ' law , SACCOs ' 
Rules, governance , role s and responsibilities , microfinance best practices, national 
microfinance policy , etc . Tools , procedure s an d regulatio n coul d b e reinforced . 
Current management i s committed; 
(i) Externa l SACCO s liquidit y situatio n i s good . Profitabilit y i s feedin g Externa l 
liquidity; 
DID-Tanzania's opinion is that External SACCOs management i s practicing an efficient 
monitoring of its operation. Trainin g and supervision will help External management t o 
improve further skill s and efficiency. Communit y development is never an easy task and 
requires times , efforts , patience , self-abnegatio n (selflessly ) and commitments . DBD -
Tanzania thinks that External SACCOs management understands this reality and is ready 
to go forward. 
Banturaki, J.A , (2000) , conducte d a  researc h on , "Cooperatives  and Poverty 
Alleviation" at severa l regions in Tanzania (Kagera, Shinyanga, Dodoma and Rukwa), 
where he focused his attention in cooperative development a s a whole (especially rural 
cooperatives). H e observe d tha t th e governmen t effort s i n presen t stanc e toward s 
restructuring of rural cooperatives along its promotional role, have seemed to have had 
less enthusiasm, les s seriousness an d less commitment towards the cooperative revival 
contrary to the aspirations of rural beneficiaries and general rural public. 
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To hi s opinion, there has bee n a n outright expressio n throughout th e surveye d study 
areas that the government has come up in favour of private entrepreneurs rather than the 
rural cooperative s o n th e questio n o f th e rol e o f rura l development . Thes e privat e 
entrepreneurs are taking over rural economic scenery from the co-operative hands under 
the excuse of both the trade liberalization policy and current cooperative weaknesses. 
He posed several recommendations focusing on 12 major aspects: 
(a) Promotion of sound cooperative capital structures in rural cooperatives; 
(b) Promotion of cooperative educatio n amon g cooperativ e membership , leader s an d 
promoters; 
(c) Introduction o f "preferentia l treatment " i n cooperativ e servic e deliver y t o 
cooperative membership amongst the farmer customers; 
(d) Arousing o f cooperative consciousnes s i n economically less develope d an d foo d 
crop production areas; 
(e) Immediate provisio n o f conduciv e environmen t fo r cooperative s t o delive r 
completely the desired services in order to achieve cooperative objectives; 
(f) Reintroductio n of essential services to farmer-members: provisio n of farm inputs and 
farm credit; and provision of marketing facilities for food crops and non-traditional 
crops; 
(g) Immediate re-introduction of a two-term of three years each, as a maximum service 
period of committee members in cooperative leadership; 
(h) Avoidance and discouragement of campaigns in cooperative leadership elections; 
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(i) Immediat e establishmen t o f collaborative initiative based on cooperative horizontal 
integration fo r rura l financia l intermediatio n actio n fo r rura l investitur e full y 
involving peasant farmers; 
(j) Lega l provisions requiring rural marketing cooperatives, to be registered and operate 
within well defined areas of operation; 
(k) Promotion of women membership in agro-marketing cooperatives; and 
(1) Promotio n of micro-project group membership under legal identity and coordination 
of single management of rural cooperative society. 
Also, I F AD i n thei r report , "Interim  Evaluation of  Rural  Financial  Services 
Components: (Smallholder  Support  Project  in  Zanzibar  - Loan  242-12)"  in 200 3 
generally observed that, the overal l performance o f the SACCO s i n Tanzania has been 
encouraging despit e som e o f their inheren t weaknesses . Nevertheless , i n view o f the 
important role of SACCOs in rural financial services in the Tanzanian context, it may be 
worthwhile fo r IFA D t o conside r t o replicat e th e SACCOs ' experience s i n th e 
framework of future pipeline activities. To this end, if SACCOs are to improve, continue 
and expand their role in rural financial services , they need to be supported through the 
provision of appropriate capacit y building assistance, includin g training and members ' 
education on savings and credit. This would enable them to upgrade their current level of 
management, resources , skills , accounting/financia l knowledge , asset s an d overal l 
operating procedures, whic h would in turn contribute to their sustainability , and make 
them more effective and efficient. 
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Many shortcoming s reported sho w that with a  wrong societ y se t up , performance i n 
every SACCOS wil l experienc e the same problems as far as they come from the same 
society wit h sam e la w and sam e policies . Knowin g that cooperatives ar e democrati c 
member controlle d organization s i t i s only thei r members wh o actively participate in 
setting their policies and making decisions. For this reason, members have the obligation 
to ensure their institution is efficiently run . 
2.3 Policy review 
Section 22 of the cooperative Act No. 20 of 2003 lists different types of societies that 
can be registered in Tanzania and SACCOs are listed under the subsection (b); 
'Savings and  credit societies, Financial  Cooperatives,  Microfinance  Institutions,  and 
Cooperative banks whose primary activities are to mobilize savings and furnish secured 
and unsecured  loans or  credit  to households,  smallholder  producers  and market 
entrepreneur, micro-enterprises  in rural and urban areas \ 
SACCOs became into existence as per S. 16 (2) of the Coop. Act no. 20 of 2003, which 
states that; 
lA Financial  cooperative  society  may  be formed by savings and  credit societies and 
other types of cooperative societies', 
The Government of Tanzania embarked on financial secto r reforms in 1991, in order to 
create an effective an d efficient financia l system . The expected results o f the reform s 
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consisted in the Government's commitment to permit banking institutions to operate on a 
commercial basis , making their business an d management decision s free from outside 
intervention within the norms of prudential supervision. 
However, supervision and regulation of SACCOs i s the responsibility of the Registrar 
for Cooperatives , wh o operate s throug h th e Regiona l an d Distric t Cooperativ e 
Departments. These departments have very low capacity to undertake such tasks, part of 
the proble m bein g tha t the y ar e ver y muc h under-funded , an d lac k equipmen t an d 
transport t o implemen t thei r function s satisfactorily . Thi s ha s resulte d i n poo r 
supervision, including weak accounting and monitoring standards, inadequat e budgetar y 
allocation to th e Cooperative s Department an d the resultin g to lac k of transport an d 
funds for visiting SACCOs for carrying out supervision of their accounts and auditing. 
Under section 1.1.3 o f the National microfinance policy, the government declared that, 
despite the progress being achieved in the mainstream banking system, financial services 
have bee n slo w to develo p althoug h MFI s hav e bee n i n existenc e eve n befor e th e 
reforms. The access of these large segments of the population to financial services has 
remained stunted . Governmen t realized that in order to have an efficient and effective 
financial system, additional focus must be placed on the expansion of financial services 
to the low-income segment o f the population, and that the microfinance sector must be 
an integral part of the country's financial system. 
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In respect o f SACCOs , th e microfinanc e polic y observe d that there were operationa l 
problems as regards to the poor administrative system and weak financial control within 
the societ y a s wel l a s lac k o f effectiv e supervisio n o f th e SACCO s a s financia l 
intermediaries. Also , th e polic y state d tha t SACCO s shoul d operat e unde r th e 
Cooperative Act 1991 , which is now replaced by the new Coop. Act 2003 (that came 
into effect i n 1 st August 2004). SACCOs activities are also covered under the Banking 
and Financia l Institutio n Act , 199 1 a s financia l Intermediaries , bu t the y ar e no t 
supervised by the Bank Of Tanzania (BOT). The co-operative society Act no. 20 of 2003 
was assented b y the parliament on 10 th November 2003 and signed by the Presidents of 
the United Republic of Tanzania on 30t h January 2004. 
The Nationa l Microfinanc e Polic y articulate s a  clea r visio n an d strateg y fo r th e 
development o f a sustainable microfinanc e industry, specifying the respectiv e roles of 
the key stakeholders th e Governmen t and its principal agencies i n policy formulation 
and implementation, the differen t institutiona l providers of microfinance services, and 
the dono r community . I n it s statemen t o f th e overal l microfinanc e policy , th e 
Government recognize s th e microfinanc e secto r a s a n integra l par t o f the financia l 
sector, which falls within the genera l framework of its Financial Sector Reform Policy 
Statement o f 1991 . A  polic y statement , unde r articl e 7. 2 o f th e Cooperativ e 
Development policy (2002) , states that, T o solve the problem of  liquidity to members 
and primary cooperative societies,  the  government will  encourage the  formation of 
SACCOs within the areas of  operation of  primary societies. The  government will also 
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continue to provide technical assistance to strengthen and develop the existing SACCOs 
in urban and rural areas ', 
The Nationa l Microfinanc e Polic y recognize s th e institution s providing microfinance 
services a s th e rea l drivin g forc e behin d th e achievemen t o f th e ultimat e goa l of 
development o f sustainabl e microfinance . Banks and non-ban k financial  institutions , 
SACCOS and NGOs are free to develop microfinance services on the basis of their own 
internal objectives , whethe r profit, poverty alleviation , self-hel p or other motivations. 
The Government expects the institution s that decide t o become microfinanc e service 
providers to fulfill thei r responsibility to learn best practices and to apply sound financial 
principles i n die deliver y of their services , particularly with respec t to pricing , loan 
delinquency control , financial  reportin g an d informatio n management , appropriat e 
techniques and products, gender equity and governance. 
In February 2003 the government of Tanzania, through the ministry of Cooperatives and 
marketing issued a new cooperative development policy to replace that of year 1997. In 
article 7. 2 o f th e cooperativ e developmen t polic y 2002 , i t wa s state d that ; 'The 
establishment and  development of  SACCOs  in  the  rural areas has  been slow.  Most 
SACCOS has  been established  in  the  urban  areas and at  workplaces.  As  a  result 
members of  agricultural  marketing  primary cooperative  societies have found  it 
impossible to  save money  that  could  have enabled  them to  buy  shares and  thereby 
increase the capital of their cooperative ', 
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CHAPTER III 
3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
In collectin g information , self-administered questionnaires were used where each was 
designed to provide necessary data towards answering our research question. There were 
varied approache s toward s data collection , where some are geare d towards collecting 
quantitative (numeric) data and others toward s qualitative (narrative) data. To collect 
other information , survey , interviews , observation , documentar y revie w an d pas t 
experience was used as part of methodology in this study. 
3.1 Research design 
In order to answer the research questions, the study was conducted at KK with an aim of 
implementing community requirements assigned during the needs assessment survey. By 
assessing the institution, members wil l understand the extent to which their society has 
successfully fulfille d it' s past avowed roles. Claire Sellti z an d others (1962 ) defined 
research design as an arrangement of conditions for collection and analysis of data in the 
manner that aims to combine relevance to the research to the purpose with economy in 
procedure. 
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RESEARCH DESIGN SUMMARY 
From Claire' s definition the following illustratio n extracted gives the summary of the 
research design at all levels ; this research methodology covers the whole process from 
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3.2 Research approach and strategy 
While gatherin g information , differen t source s wer e use d e.g . leaders , members , 
statutory documents , governmenta l organisations , audi t reports , financia l statements , 
internal publications , by-laws, etc . Som e o f importan t area s covere d i n th e stud y 
includes, genera l SACCO s administration , credi t managemen t an d financia l 
management. Afte r compilin g al l data , includin g analysi s from  th e administere d 
questionnaires, the assessment exercise was done. 
The assessmen t focused on presentation of financial and institutional portrait of 4 K K \ so 
that after the exercise, the society is in a better position to execute its savings and credit 
schemes more efficiently and effectively than when the study was conducted. 
3.3 Sampling Techniques 
K K members are spread to all 26 regions in Tanzania. Due t o time constraint and limited 
financial resources , respondent s wer e picke d an d stud y conducte d in Dar es salaam 
region where access to members was convenient. Selection was made at random from 
member organization s (i.e . TTCL , TPB , and TPC ) and som e fe w staff , wher e 12 2 
samples of society members were chosen. Mor e questionnaires (75) were distributed at 
TTCL, 25 at TPC, 1 0 from TPB and the remaining 12 were distributed to other members 
from other categories. 
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3.4 Data collection 
Simple surve y wa s don e fo r collectin g standardize d informatio n through structure d 
questionnaires t o generat e quantitativ e data . I n orde r t o avoi d developmen t o f th e 
evaluation from initiator's point of view, a pilot test was carried out at varied times so 
that the subject and its results are sought through the eyes of the respondents. The results 
from the pilot tests simplified the adoption of the final version questionnaires (Appendix 
5) with both open ended and closed ended questions. The study was designed to give 
members a n opportunit y t o giv e free  opinio n o f th e activitie s conducte d i n thei r 
SACCOs, eac h mentionin g how he/she benefit s from  hi s membership , thei r feeling 
towards leadership, etc. Some data used for the study was collected from other external 
sources such as: 
(a) Interviews; 
Structured and unstructured interviews were the main sources of primary data collected. 
By listenin g to variou s K K members an d leaders , som e importan t informatio n was 
obtained givin g a  broader understandin g o f the societ y and a  main ingredient i n the 
development of the questionnaires and analysis. 
(b) Questionnaires 
Self-administered questionnaires were distributed to members and filled. 
(c) Observation; 
It is believed that, through people's feelings and other sources we have and still are in 
the process of observing some things that could not be obtained in written form. 
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(c) Pas t experience 
Having worke d fo r mor e tha n 2 0 year s i n accounting , th e researche r wa s als o a n 
important source of information. 
(d) Other methods; 
To hav e meaningfu l results , on e ha s t o g o through existin g organization document s 
where mos t o f the informatio n is stored e.g . By-laws , minute s o f different meeting s 
(monthly, quarterly and annually), financial statements, etc. The exercise was thoroughly 
done. Anothe r metho d use d wa s obtainin g secondar y dat a an d information , wher e 
literature revie w wa s undertake n t o ge t clea r backgroun d informatio n o f SACCO S 
subject throug h books , electronic means and articles. Other documents containin g the 
guiding policies and cooperative Act , helped in the assessment exercise. As mentioned 
earlier, there were no other assessments done since KK was established, so no review of 
past studies was done. 
3.5 Data analysis 
After collectin g all data followin g administerin g of the questionnaire s th e mas s data 
were recorde d an d systematicall y organize d i n a  manne r tha t coul d facilitat e goo d 
analysis. Data entry was then made an d statistically processed usin g MS Excel. Afte r 
processing dat a a  SWO T analysi s wa s don e bu t i t include s bot h th e primar y an d 
secondary dat a collected. SWOT analysis was the basis for recommendations afte r th e 
assessment was completed. 
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CHAPTER IV 
4.0 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Savings an d Credi t Co-Operativ e Societies (SACCOS ) a s on e o f the mean s wher e 
people join force s to establish credit societies are established, both in urban and rural 
areas. It i s stated i n National Micro - finance Policy (2000) , article 1.2. 3 that , 'Credit 
services can perforin some of  the same services as  savings and can allow enterprises 
and families to make some investments sooner....' 
SACCOs developmen t lik e an y othe r institutio n is subjecte d t o som e problem s that 
needs to be addressed . Assessmen t i s done despit e the fac t that i t was already state d 
clearly i n article 1.1. 3 o f the Microfinanc e polic y that , 'Operational  problems with 
respect to  SACCOs  include  poor  administrative  systems  and  weak financial control 
within the societies as well as lack of effective supervision of the SACCOS as financial 
intermediaries'. 
The intention of conducting an assessment of ' K K' activitie s intended to provide internal 
information s o tha t afte r completin g th e exercise , findings  shal l lea d t o bette r 
understanding of the actual financial and institutional problems. First step of the study 
was t o asses s th e need s o f member s an d thereafte r gettin g thei r opinion s through 
questionnaires. Questionnaire s were personally administered, and al l 122 respondent s 
who were approached agreed to participate in the study. 
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The recommendation s wil l b e shared between the two parties aiming at improving the 
current situatio n o f th e societ y accordin g t o co-operativ e principle s state d b y th e 
International Cooperativ e Allianc e (ICA) , Cooperativ e societie s Ac t no.20 o f 2003, 
Cooperative society rules and their own by-laws. 
4.1 ASSESSMENT FINDINGS 
The assessmen t conducted tries to highlight the best possible qualities for a good and 
efficient operated SACCO s and in the process it will point out what needs to be done to 
make sur e ' K K ' improves from  th e curren t situation . Afte r th e exercise , som e 
recommendations wil l enabl e K K management t o better understand an d manage thei r 
institution according to microfinance generally accepted best practices (see Microfinance 
policy, 2000 —  article 3.2) and accordin g to cooperativ e principle s as state d i n the 
International cooperative alliance (ICA). 
To asses s the performance o f SACCOs, a  set o f indicators need to be established for 
facilitating such task. Presently, it is not easy to evaluate the achievements of SACCOs 
because th e tas k i s furthe r complicate d by the fac t tha t there ar e differen t type s of 
SACCOs and services offered by each SACCOs vary from one to another. Based on the 
aforementioned, it is recommended that broad areas be identified that may form the basis 
for assessin g the performance o f SACCOs. Th e following ar e a range o f performance 
indicators that may be considered: outreach, quality of services, operational efficienc y 
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and portfoli o quality , growth rate, profitable interes t rates , Management Informatio n 
Systems' quality, good practice and governance, and transparent financial reporting. 
As a savings and credit society, loan servicing is a major component so our major focus 
was to check if the society is growing, its management i s improved and loan portfolio at 
risk (PAR) is carefully monitored. Money business needs timely and proper recording of 
transactions, whic h necessitate s a  close r stud y o f society' s accountin g record s t o 
establish if they really comply with the statutory requirement s an d guiding cooperative 
societies rules . Accordin g t o article . 3.2. 3 o f th e Nationa l Microfinanc e polic y 
('Financial reporting and information management') i t is stated that; 'As financial sector 
operations, microfinance  programs applying  best practices needs to  produce relevant 
financial and operational  information  that  give  a clear  picture of the status  of  the 
organization, including outreach, profitability (or loss) and portfolio quality.... ' 
During the stud y of K K, a  considerable amount o f informative data was collected and 
reviewed an d particula r attentio n give n to th e followin g areas , whic h wer e use d a s 
indicators on assessing the organization of this nature; 
(i) Institutiona l assessment 
(ii) Credit management assessment 
(iii)Financial assessment 
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4.1.1 INSTITUTIONA L ASSESSMENT 
The institutio n assessmen t trie s t o observ e th e societ y i n general . I n thi s case , th e 
following areas were considered for review; 
(a) Location , membership and potential 
(b) Material and human resources 
(c) Governance, Management, responsibility and power sharing 
(d) Control and members satisfaction 
4.1.1.1 Location, membership and potential 
The society' s hea d offic e i s accommodated i n their ne w Investment house located a t 
Lindi Stree t in Kariakoo area (behind the Cooperativ e building), Dar-es-salaam. " K K " 
has branche s i n 2 6 region s o f Tanzania , includin g th e Isles , wher e member' s 
organizations have their offices. Up to December 2003, 4KK' had 4443 active members , 
of which 2826 are men and 1617 are women (see table 1 below) . Membership is divided 
into six (6) different types , namely; 
(i) Employee s of Tanzania Postal Corporation (TPC) 
(ii) Employee s of Tanzania Telecommunication Company Limited (TTCL) 
(iii) Employee s of Tanzania Postal Bank (TPB) 
(iv) Employee s of employed by the society (KK) 
(v) Employee s o f Tanzani a Regulator y Authorit y (formerl y Tanzani a 
Telecommunication Commission (TTC) 
(vi) Retire d staff of above organization s 
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There are other tw o members categories , whic h are not yet incorporated in the loan 
scheme but they are mentioned in the KK by-laws . The first categor y is (a) family 
members o f those members in categories (i) - (vi) above and (b) other are members 
economic groups. 
Any person wishing to be a member is required to fill  i n a membership application form 
(Appendix 6) and send it to the Central committee [see article 5(i) - (v ) o f K K by-laws] , 
who wil l process it and give formal reply within a period of 90 days. Approval is granted 
by th e AGM. At the moment each new member should pay a sum of Tshs. 3,000/= as 
entrance fee and buy 5 shares worth Tshs. 5,000/= each, out of 20 shares with a value of 
Tshs. 100,000/= 
Table 1: KK Members under different categories (gender perspective) 
S/NO INSTITUTION/GROUP MEN WOMEN TOTAL Rate 
% 
1 Employees of KK SACC O 9 8 17 0.38% 
2 Retired staff 3 0 3 0.07% 
3 Employees of Tanzania Postal Corporation (TPC ) 607 592 1199 26.98% 
4 Employees of Tanzania Telecommunication 
Co. Limite d (TTCL) 2056 920 2976 66.98% 
5 Employees of Tanzania Postal Bank (TPB) 147 97 244 5.50% 
6 Employees of Tanzania Communication Regulatory 
Authority (formerly Tanzania Telecommunication 
Commission) 
4 0 4 0.09% 
TOTAL 2826 1617 4443 100% 
Adopted from compiled notes - members as at  31st December 2003 
While conducting the study for getting opinions, samples were collected from different 
organizations takin g into consideratio n membership gende r ratio . Althoug h rati o of 
males t o femal e membershi p i s 63.6 % to 36.4% , durin g th e questionnaire s 
administration women were more responsive than men, s o samples ratio taken were 59% 
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to 41% . These parameter s were use d t o chec k i f there was an y gende r biasnes s o n 
membership registration and loan payments. 
Table 2: Sex 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Male 72 59.02 59.02 
Female 50 40.98 100 
TOTAL 122 100 
Source: The survey study 2004 
In recent years, following restructuring and divestures of public corporations, the rate of 
registering ne w member s ha s decreased . Th e ongoin g organizatio n restructurin g 
following technological advancement (e.g . introduction of prepaid phone card at TTCL ) 
is affecting membership, as more members will be out of employment, This will result in 
new arrangements for repayments of outstanding loans and new borrowing if they decide 
to retain membership. A mass retrenchment i n progress o f around 1,60 0 TTC L staff , 
which is expected to grow to 2,400 (about 80 % assumed to be active members), shall 
cause a serious drop in membership financial base. 
Experience shows that majority of people working in every region are from other regions 
in Tanzania , so the possibility of retrenched staf f to return to their places of origin is 
looming. This causes KK member s to withdraw their shares and deposits, for a fresh 
start somewhere else, resulting in a drop in society's equity. Also, many members who 
have worked with member organizations for a long time are now expected to retire. It is 
obvious that there will be very little new recruitment as technology is taking over human 
resources. 
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The mission for KK i s to enhance, improve, develop and sustain economic development 
of member s democraticall y i n accordanc e with  cooperativ e principle s an d th e la w 
governing it . K K ha s a  clearly articulated mission, as indicate d in their by-laws as i t 
reflects member' s interest s an d needs as agree d an d prescribed in their By-laws . The 
Kiswahili versio n by-law s articulat e th e procedur e an d responsibilitie s o f genera l 
meetings an d requirements fo r eligibilit y for members an d clearly define the dutie s of 
society members, the Board and its committees. The by-laws does not indicate the duties 
of the General manager because members themselves, through the executive committee 
perform all duties in all responsible positions. 
The extent o f growth and expansion was not looked into at that time but realizing the 
need to reinforce human resources to cater for the huge number of members, 1 7 people 
were employed . Although the curren t managemen t tea m i s aware fo r a  need t o train 
members, the y hav e no t starte d member s trainin g regardin g t o microfinanc e bes t 
practices, control, supervision and management o f microfinance institution in general. 
K K i s properly registered accordin g to the la w governing cooperative societies . Unti l 
now KK by-laws is still operating under the Cooperative Societies Act no. 15 of 1991 as 
amended b y Act supplement n o 5 of 1997 and the cooperative societies guiding rules. 
During the assessment , it was established tha t there is only a society by-laws but n o 
other approve d policies by members. No reason was given regarding unavailability of 
some of the necessary policy documents/manuals, for example; 
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a) Administrativ e policies and procedures; 
b) Financia l policies and procedures; 
c) Interna l control policies and procedures; 
d) Credi t policies and procedures. 
Following the recent national financial reforms, there are no legal and regulatory barriers 
for th e establishmen t an d functionin g o f cooperatives . Ther e i s mor e autonom y on 
SACCOs formatio n an d operatin g withou t governmen t o r publi c institution s 
interference, allowin g them to grow and expand at thei r own pace. Although current 
' K K ' by-law s operates according to the Coop. Societies Act no. 15 of 1991, the new Act 
(No.20, 2003), which started to operate in 1 st august 2004 shall require the society to 
adjust themselves and adopt to the new changes. 
The ne w Act, under section 45(3) give more room to SACCOs ' operation s by stating 
that; 
'Where the objects of the registered society include the creation of funds to be lent to the 
members, additional  by-laws shall be made in respect of: 
(a) Conditions on which loans may be made to members, which shall include-
(i) The rate of interest; (ii)  the maximum period, which can be granted for the repayment 
of a loan; (iii)  the maximum amount of money, which  may be lent to a member; (iv)  the 
purpose of  loans; (v)  Security for payment; (vi)  the consequences of default in payment 
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of any  sum  due on account of shares or  deposits or  loans and the consequences of 
failure to use a loan for the purpose for which it was granted. 
(b) The disposal of the annual net surplus; 
(c) Other matters consonant with regulations pertaining to Microfinance Companies and 
Financial Cooperatives 
The stud y conducted at K K indicated a need for revision of their by-laws in order to 
cater fo r curren t busines s environment , policy , rule s an d Ac t changes. I t wil l tak e 
sometime fo r th e cooperativ e societie s i n Tanzania t o settl e afte r bein g affecte d b y 
frequent change s o f Acts and policies. After th e 'Act  no 15 of 1991 ', seven years later 
there wa s a  majo r amendmen t b y the 'Act  supplement noS  o f 1997 . Al l societies 
amended their by-laws only to find that seven years later (2004) another new Act (no.  20 
of2003) has been enacted. 
The important thing to note is that the statutory regulations are only providing guidelines 
but goo d governanc e an d performance ar e the dut y o f individual societies . Members 
themselves own these societies so they have all the reasons to ensure that they are run 
with an intention of improving their economic situation according to their specific needs. 
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4.1.1.2 Material and human resources 
Buildings 
K K ha s recentl y decided to inves t in landed property b y using members' ow n sources 
with an intention of boosting member's revenu e and building a sense of ownership. The 
society acquire d two plot s a t a  prime locatio n in Kariakoo area and constructe d tw o 
investment building s (Appendix 7). On one plo t a  construction o f one 8-store y office 
building and a basement (worth Tshs. 1,984,226,902/=) is completed. To complete th e 
building on time, KK management borrowed a total of Tshs. 500.0 Million from CRDB 
bank an d a t th e momen t th e loa n had alread y bee n pai d for . Som e o f the area s are 
accommodating their offices and others are rented. 
On th e secon d plo t members decide d to buil d a  six storey buildin g with a basement, 
which i s estimate d t o cos t abou t Tshs . 1,400,000,000/ = whe n completed . I t wil l 
accommodate a  large conference hall , a restaurant and large car park covering 4 floors. 
Construction of this building started in September 200 4 and by mid-December, around 
Tshs.600,000,000/= had already been spent. 
The investment building s are at a prime location in town such that KK management is 
not worried about how to make them economically useful. The properties are behind the 
tall an d famou s Cooperativ e buildin g along Lumumb a Street , whic h is overlooking 
Mnazi Mmoja garden. 
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The approva l for the construction of the first building was reached on an A GM held on 
25 t h August 2001 where it was decided that sources of funds shoul d strictly come from 
the retaine d surplus , which was declared for dividends payment t o members an d not 
from members savings reserved for loan servicing. Construction of the first building was 
contributed onl y b y activ e member s wh o qualifie d fo r dividends . Allotment o f th e 
completed property to member's shares is in progress. 
Apart from allotments to members, so far there is no decision reached regarding to what 
will happe n t o a  membe r who , voluntarily, decide t o qui t the society . With curren t 
position it is obvious that subsequent members will , without sacrificing anything, enjoy 
the return on investment of the said building when rented. The new Cooperative society 
Act an d rules are silen t on investments of this nature, because the decisions are made 
voluntarily and there are no complains from members. 
The SACCO s als o had acquired a plot at Malib u area where Tshs.68,715,442/= were 
used for purchasing and fencing the property. Presently the plot is in litigation so there is 
no improvemen t i n progress . Othe r K K fixed asset s ar e Offic e machines , safe , 
refrigerator, Televisions and recorders and furniture & equipment. 
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Shares 
K K als o invested in shares at different organizations . By the end of 2003, shares with 
total value of Tshs. 309,429,342/= were acquired from seven organizations as follows; 
Table 3: KK shares acquisition in different organizations 
S/No. ORGANIZATION AMOUNT (Tshs) 
1 DARMCU 5,000 
2 Tanzania Postal Bank 109,250,000 
3 Central Finance Programme 3,000,000 
4 Tanzania Oxygen Limited 51,130,012 
5 Tanzania Breweries Limited 70,004,000 
6 CRDB (1996) Limited 50,000,000 
7 Tanzania Cigarette Company 26,040,330 
TOTAL 309,429,342 
Source: The survey study 2004 
In year 2002, the society sold by tender its TCC shares and gained Tshs. 150,467,650/= 
as compared to sale of shares from same company in 2001, which received a gain of 
Tshs. 1,360,000/= and Tshs.286,096/= received on 2003. Dividends and interest received 
from bank' s savings deposits were Tshs. 81,898,367/= for 2001, Tshs. 52,694,617/= for 
2002 and Tshs. 38,158,572/= for 2003. 
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Staff members 
Up to November 2004, KK SACCO has employed 17 people (who are also members of 
the society) to undertake various office duties but all key positions are stil l held by the 
executive committee and other supporting committees. Al l workers are experienced but 
have n o cooperativ e skill s fo r performin g thei r dutie s professionally . Thei r jo b 
description fits the volume of work performed so far and they are always up to date. The 
only dela y i n loan payment i s a t loa n authorization fo r payments , whic h is don e b y 
officers who arrive daily at around 17.30 hours. 
Appendix 8 shows a list of all staff employed, indicating their positions and summary of 
duties performed by each person. 
4.1.13 Governance, Management, responsibility and power sharing 
K K ha s a  clea r organizatio n structur e (Appendi x 9) , whic h include s a  centra l 
committee/Board that constitutes three committees as prescribed in Article 25(a) of their 
by-laws; Executive committee ha s 5  members, Supervisio n committee ha s 5  member s 
(one o f them include d in the executiv e committee) an d Credit committee 5  members . 
The Board/central committee meets every three months and other committees meet once 
every month . I n this respect , 1 4 people compos e th e K K Board, the situation , which 
contradicts with the guiding rules (Cooperative Societies Rule article 78(1)), that states; ' 
The general meeting of  the  savings  and  credit society shall have the  responsibility of 
electing the Board of 5 to 9 members and a supervisory committee with up to 3 persons 
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who are not members of the Board to oversee the administration  of the affairs  of the 
society. The  general meeting may also elect members of the credit committee among the 
Board members or delegate this  activity to the Board ',  The list o f Board members is 
shown at Appendix 10. 
Article 25(c) of the KK by-law s prescribe that the central committee shall hold office fo r 
the period of three years, where one third (1/3) of members shall resign each year to give 
way for an election of new members on a rotational way. On the other hand, S.63 (2) of 
the Coop. Society Act no.20 of 2003 was more elaborative by stating that; 
'The members of the Board shall be elected by the general meeting of the society and 
shall hold office for a period of up to nine years provided that, in  the case of those of 
members of the Board elected at the first general meeting of the society, one  third  of 
such members shall be voted out at the general meeting after the expiration of a period 
of 3 years from the date of their election, and  one half of the remaining members shall 
be voted out after expiration of a period of 6 years from the date of election, and  the 
remaining half shall leave office at the end of a period of nine years \ 
Normally, Genera l meetin g hold s democrati c electio n o f officer s t o fill  i n leadershi p 
positions. 
Research question 1: Are there operational problems or legal and regulatory barriers to 
the functioning of SACCOs, which cause them to have a hard time being successful? 
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In th e researc h questio n one, respondents were required to give their opinio n whether 
society shortcoming s were cause d b y interference b y the governmen t o r by problems 
within leadershi p cycle . First , the y wer e aske d i f SACCO s leadershi p wa s 
democratically elected or it was imposed to them by any organ outside the society. That 
was a  lea d question , whic h wil l als o lea d t o othe r resultant s that ca n b e use d fo r 
judgment towards KK successful performance. 
Study findings show that 63.93% of respondents agree that leaders ar e democratically 
elected, while 36.07% disagree as shown in the following table. 
Table 4: Democratic election 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Yes 78 63.93 63.93 
No 44 36.07 100 
T O T A L 122 100 
Source: The  survey study 2004 
As mentione d above, K K was one of the 1 0 initial founders o f the Saving s and Credit 
Cooperative League of Tanzania (SCCULT), bu t in year 2001 i t withdrew from the long 
time membership , th e decisio n that coul d neve r b e dream t o f o n cooperativ e setu p 
before. The y exercised their autonomy and democratic decision to withdraw following 
member's decision to do so. ' K K' wanted union members to contribute a constant fixed 
amount because of single representation but SCCUL T insisted each society to contribute 
according to their number of members. KK was an active member and major contributor 
of SCCULT , so their withdrawal greatly affected SCCULT' s income. 
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K K has survived many years of political and economic shake-ups and changes and in the 
process making mistakes. Members themselves had taken initiatives to iron them out and 
set thei r own unique ways of administering, whic h are different from  the well-known 
management an d organizational principles. Wit h the same workin g syste m in place, 
members who joined KK remained for as long as they were employed. 
If K K ha d serious problems many members could quit . Looking at the table below, it 
shows that, many of KK member s are those who have stayed in membership for over 11 
years. 79.5% respondents are those with more than 11 years i.e. 43.44% between 11 and 
20 years, 32.79% between 21- 30 years and 3.28% between 31 and 40 years. 
Table 5; Membership period in the SACCOS 
Parameter Frequency Percentage (%) Cumulative % 
Between 1 and 10 yrs 25 20.49 20.49 
Between 11 and 20 yrs 53 43.44 63.93 
Between 21 and 30yrs 40 32.79 96.72 
Between 30 and 40 yrs 4 3.28 100 
TOTAL 122 100 
Source: The survey study 2004 
Annual meeting s ar e attended b y significant portio n of membership (of around 20 0 
delegates), i n compliance wit h th e requiremen t o f the KK SACCO by-law s and 
Cooperative societies Rule, article 38(1), which states; 'The  by-laws shall prescribe the 
quorum at the general meeting of the society: Provided that the number to constitute a 
quorum shall not be less than one hundred members or fifty per centum of the members, 
whichever is less '. 
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KK hav e aroun d 4,40 0 member s scattere d al l ove r th e country , makin g i t almos t 
impossible for al l members to atten d th e annua l general meetings effectively . T o solve 
that problem , the SACC O decide d to reduc e th e delegate s i n the for m o f members5 
representation. Th e decisio n was lega l sinc e i t wa s backe d b y th e cooperativ e Act 
section 61(6) , whic h states ; 'Notwithstanding  the  provisions of  this Act, a registered 
society may owing to its size and  scope provided in its by-laws for a  constitution of  a 
meeting of delegates in place of general meeting through the creation of basic units to 
attend general meeting of that society for and on behalf of members \ 
To get a  reasonable representatio n members decided that every 25 members should be 
represented b y on e perso n (delegate ) an d al l region s includin g DSM , shoul d b e 
considered a s branches . A  region wil l b e qualifie d t o b e a  branch i f it has member s 
exceeding 50. All branches (regions) have the duty of selecting the branch chairman and 
secretary at the Branch Annual General Meeting. On the same meeting they have to elect 
representatives to the Annual General Meeting and elected members shall hold office for 
a period of three years. As reported at the A GM convened on 18th December 2004 there 
were 19 3 members , includin g 1 4 Board member s an d 17 9 representatives (Appendi x 
i i ) . 
Resolutions o f matters discusse d o n these Branc h Genera l Meetings throughout th e 
country are sen t to the main AGM, discusse d by members' Representative Council and 
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K K executiv e chairman is clearly accountable to the Board/Centra l committee and the 
AGM, wit h respect to organizational policies, planning, etc. According to K K by-law s 
the sam e person chairs all above mentioned committee meetings where he present th e 
detailed operational and financial reports. As mentioned earlier, KK managemen t doe s 
not formulat e bot h short-ter m an d long-rang e operationa l plan s i n compliance with 
cooperative goals and objectives as mentioned in Coop. Rule article 50(m), which states; 
'Where manager/secretary  or  General  Manager/Executive  secretary is  appointed he 
shall be served with powers to perform ....  'preparing societies corporate strategic plan, 
business plan and annual implementation programmes and presenting them to the board 
for approval'. 
Management o f cooperativ e societie s i s prescribe d i n S.61.(l ) o f th e cooperativ e 
societies Act,2003, which states; 'The  control of the affairs of a registered society shall 
be vested in  the  general meeting summoned  in  accordance with  the by-laws of  the 
society and the rules'. 
The Executiv e committe e manage s KK , performing al l dutie s wit h consen t o f all 
members and assisted by the supportin g staff. Al l committe e members work part time 
for th e societ y after th e closin g hours at their respective organizations. They normally 
work from  aroun d 5.3 0 p.m . to abou t 8.0 0 p.m . Because o f holding al l responsible 
positions, there is no 'manager ' wh o is clearly accountable to the Board with respect to 
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organizational policies , planning , etc . and attending Boar d meeting s where he could 
present detailed operational and financial reports. 
Accordingly, th e K K current managemen t i s no t complyin g t o S.6 4 (2 ) o f the 
cooperative Act that states; 'The Board may, appoint a suitable person to administer and 
manage affairs of the society and may employ such number of persons as they may think 
fit to assist such person in the discharge of his functions ', 
The wor d 'may 9 doe s not show an insistence on the appointment but the cooperative 
societies rule prescribed clearly the need for recruiting someone who wil l perfor m the 
day-to-day activities and be responsible to the Board. In that article, one of the Boar d 
responsibility 44(2)j is; To seek and arrange the appointment of the Manager/Secretary 
or General Manager and other executive staff of the society on renewable fixed contract 
of two or three year terms "; 
Although i t is necessary to employ a  chie f executive , that is not done and also not 
possible a t the moment , unless K K by-laws i s changed to allo w the new set up as 
prescribed in Article 28(b) o f the By-laws , which stated; 'The  executive committee will 
have the  authority of managing day to day activities of the society and it will have the 
responsibility of doing ' 
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In our study findings above, it was observed that leaders are elected democratically . 
However, are they fulfilling thei r obligation as they could have been expected? When 
conducting the study many respondents claimed that they were not satisfied with current 
maintenance o f credit facility . 43.44 % of respondents claime d tha t th e facilit y i s 
maintained poorly, while 29.51% claimed that it is well maintained and 27.05 that had 
no opinion. 
Table 6: Maintaining of Credit facility 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Well maintained 36 29.51 29.51 
Poorly maintained 53 43.44 72.95 
No opinion 33 27.05 100 
TOTAL 122 100 
Source; The survey study 2004 
Those who were not satisfied, 60.38% claimed that the situation is mostly caused by 
bureaucracy, 35.85% claiming long period of waiting for processing and payment of the 
loans requested, while 3.77% claimed other reasons. The two responses, which have the 
same effect account for 96% of total responses in that research question. 
Table 7: Reasons for poor maintaining of the credit facility 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Bureaucracy 32 60.38 60.38 
Long period waiting 19 35.85 96.23 
Other reasons 2 3.77 100 
TOTAL 53 100 
Source: The survey study 2004 
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During the open discussion with some leaders and members as well , i t seems there is 
certain reluctance in employing a new chief executive to manage the affairs of K K i n the 
near future . Stil l thinkin g o f failures in the past , the y are no t sur e i f all matters ar e 
handled by an outsider who does not have vested interest in the society, he/she wil l be 
obedient and honest to safeguard members' assets and other resources. That may be the 
reason why management i s employing staff with caution while holding the key decision 
making role to the Executive committee. 
The performanc e of KK leaders is in accordance with agreement of all members, so it is 
themselves who have the mandate of , either agreeing to employ additional staff/Chief 
executive to manage affairs of the institution or to leave things as they are and remain 
with the current setup. Any decision for change requires amendments to be made in their 
by-laws. During the study, respondents reacted positively on the issue of how the y view 
the policies guiding loan service provided, although they complained on the long period 
of waitin g an d bureaucracy . A s to whethe r curren t loa n policie s satisf y th e need s 
expected, 74.59% respondents claime d that they are satisfied with K K loan policy and 
25.41% respondents were not. 
Table 8: Loa n policy satisfy needs expected? 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Satisfied 91 74.59 74.59 
Unsatisfied 31 25.41 100 
TOTAL 122 100 
Source: The  survey study 2004 
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For those who were not satisfied, 64.52% claimed that major reason was waiting for a 
long period from the tim e the loa n is applied for (requested ) t o the time payment i s 
made. Poor leadership ranked last on the list where only 6.45% of the respondents who 
were unsatisfied with current loan policy did not favour their leaders performance. 
Table 9: Policies not satisfy needs. How? 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Poor leadership 2 6.45 6.45 
Interest rate high 3 9.68 16.13 
No transparency 4 12.90 29.03 
New policies not clear 2 6.45 35.48 
Wait long to receive loan 20 64.52 100 
TOTAL 31 100 
Source: The survey study 2004 
There are many reasons fo r being unsatisfied and it was expected that poor leadership 
could be the reason, but it seems the problem was not leadership but the system itself. 
When asked whether leaders are able to perform their duties, 68.85% of respondents said 
they are satisfied with their leaders ability, while 16.39% said they are not satisfied and 
the remaining 14.75 were not sure. 
Table 10: Leaders ability to perform their duties 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Yes 84 68.85 68.85 
No 20 16.39 85.25 
Not sure 18 14.75 100 
TOTAL 122 100 
Source: The survey study 2004 
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Inefficient servic e provided is caused by littl e time spent by society leaders o n large 
volume of work. All signatories come in the evening so they do not get enough time to 
finish al l loans processe d an d undertak e othe r administrativ e dutie s effectively . The 
research findings show that 13.11% of the respondents supported the idea of employing 
permanent staff to perform all society duties (refer Table 12 ). 
Duties performed by KK SACCO Board and other committee members are according to 
their by-laws and they are supposed to comply with the coop Act, rules , ICA principles 
and the National Microfinance Policy; 
Central Committee/Executive committee 
In K K all activities are performed by the executive committee, which has an obligation 
of seein g that it exercises every power vested in it as member's representatives . Thi s 
comply with S.64.(l) of the cooperative Act, whic h states; 'The Board shall exercise all 
powers necessary to ensure the  full and  proper administration of the society subject to 
the by-laws of the society, the  rules and any  resolutions passed at the  general meeting'. 
From research findings , the centra l committee present analysis and auditors reports t o 
the KK members, authorities and the general public and there is a satisfactory adherence 
to the cooperative roles and responsibilities. Other stakeholders who are provided with 
reports are, the CRDB (1996) Bank as business friend and BOT as required by law. 
In assessin g the cooperative' s performance, the study revealed that KK does not carry 
assessment o f its performance usin g financia l analysi s methods. Normall y periodical 
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financial reports are prepared and if performance i s not as expected, remedial measures 
are undertaken after analyzing the actual results. 
The executiv e committee ensures the timely publication of agendas, minutes, financial 
returns, audi t reports and any other material s required by coop law and/or by-laws to 
promote cooperative accountability and transparency. 
Committee members/ Board Officers 
(i) Th e Chairman 
After goin g through minutes o f different meetings , i t is revealed that the chairma n is 
well organized and ensures that decisions are taken and recorded in meetings conducted, 
be i t in the centra l committee, executive committee or the AGM . Th e chairman also 
ensures that, minutes fo r any discussion and decisions made in all meetings ar e dul y 
signed by the chairperson and the secretary of the meeting as prescribed in Coop Rule 
article 41(1). 'A  business discussed or decided at the general meeting shall be recorded 
in the minute book which shall, on  confirmation of  the next meeting, be  signed by the 
chairman of the meeting and the secretary' . 
In article 41(2) of the coop. Rules it is required that, certified minutes are then sent to the 
Registrar; 'Unless  the Registrar otherwise directs, societies shall send certified copies of 
the minutes to the Registrar \ 
Follow up done revealed that the KK is complying with requirement of the guiding rules 
concerning the report submission. Other chairpersons of the sub-committees have shown 
seriousness on recording the minutes of all meetings conducted at their areas. 
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(ii) The Treasurer 
The treasurer, also a society member, is a fully qualified accountant an d he is registered 
as a n Authorize d accountant wit h th e Nationa l Board o f Accountant s an d Auditors 
(NBAA). H e ensures that he keep s accurat e an d up-to-date accounting records o f all 
financial activitie s and provides written financial report s eac h quarter an d send to the 
Board. The study revealed that the latest quarterly financial report was that of the period 
ended 30 t h Septembe r 2004 . A  mini-repor t from  Januar y t o Novembe r 200 4 wa s 
prepared and discussed in the A GM after reporting activities for 2004. 
Before th e adaptatio n o f th e ne w cooperative s Rule , a  simpl e for m o f financia l 
statements was being prepared and sent to the Bank of Tanzania every three months as 
required for every society, whose assets were worth Tshs.200.0 million and above. For 
the new rules [101(5)], every society with assets worth more than Tshs. 500.0 million, a 
complete se t o f financia l statemen t ar e prepare d ever y fou r month s an d sen t to th e 
Directorate of Microfinance of the Bank of Tanzania. 
(iii) Secretary 
Records studied at various minutes on meetings conducted revealed that the secretary is 
well organize d and keeps minute s o f all SACCO s meeting s (e.g . records o f members 
present, date, place, who presided, conclusions) and reports ar e prepared i n a manner 
(Kiswahili language ) that any member ca n follow an d understand. H e ensures that all 
minutes are duly signed and distributed according to the cooperative Rule 41. Available 
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minutes of the past annual general meetings show that members participate folly  in the 
decision-making and in setting society policies. The last minutes studied are the A G M 
proceeding that was held in Dar-es-salaam on 18th December 2004. 
Although KK doe s not have a sound feasibility plan for its economic activities, it has a 
comparative advantage ove r its competitors for the reason that its' loan portfolio at risk 
(PAR) i s minimal due to the 'check-off  system of loan repayments wher e employers, 
without any exception ensure that they deduct and remit all loan dues of their staff. The 
study revealed that remittances from member's organizations are done on time as agreed 
except for Tanzania Postal Corporation (TPC) who deduct their employee's salaries as 
usual but delay in remitting the same to KK. Up to mid December, remittances from July 
2004 amounting to around Tshs.250.0 Million were not done. The default causes K K t o 
have low capacity to issue loans taking into consideration that the reserved fund slated 
for distributio n is used o n the developmen t projects . I n the lon g run low borrowin g 
capacity means low interest revenue that cause low surplus resulting in low reserves. 
Being i n the competitiv e location at one of the prime area i n DSM city , K K ha s the 
capacity to attract investments from other organizations if they invite them. Apart from 
the current organizational restructuring and privatization of members' organizations, KK 
is increasin g the economi c welfare o f its individua l member s (e.g . increase d surplu s 
based o n business volume) , which encourag e the m to decid e investing in productive 
ventures at institutional level. 
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To ensur e tha t membe r equit y i s proportiona l t o patronage , th e SACC O ha s a 
mechanism in place that encourage members to be more confident in their decisions to 
invest i n K K. Previously , the SACC O wa s investin g in buying shares from different 
companies bu t ever y transaction an d profit s realize d was onl y passe d i n the books , 
making it difficult fo r members to feel the rea l ownership of their SACCO . Althoug h 
they have forgon e thei r dividend s for quit e a  long time, when they se e on e spacious 
completed building and another one in construction progress, they feel that it was worth 
it after all . 
4.1.1.4 Control and members satisfaction 
Considering th e natur e o f the society , there wa s n o evidenc e tha t member s engag e 
themselves in business or activities placing them in direct competition with any business 
unit or service offered b y the cooperative . Also from the stud y findings it was of our 
opinion tha t executiv e members (management ) ar e no t taking the advantag e o f their 
positions to obtain favours in their SACCO because there is no need for that. Funds are 
always available, except on few occasions when a good number of members with large 
savings process their loan applications at the same time. For example, if ten members 
with- savings of 10.0 million each need to take planned loans, it means there must have 
at leas t 300. 0 millio n i n account t o b e draw n a t once . Whe n such situatio n occurs 
management hav e to delay other members s o the account remain with enough fund to 
pay emergency loans to many members. 
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For proper safe keeping of money, the society has a large safe in the cash office where 
cheques, cash and other important documents are kept as stated in article 85 (1) (b) of 
Co-Operative Societies Rules: The  cash shall be kept in a suitable safe until  required 
and shall be in the safe custody of the treasurer, secretary-treasurer  or the manager as 
the case may be, provided that the Registrar may require such information as he deems 
necessary regarding the adequacy of safekeeping facilities'. 
As a  measure tool fo r misuse of funds, al l payments made and receipt collected are 
channelled through bank. The cashier is not allowed to keep in the saf e an y amount 
exceeding Tshs. 100,000/= (As indicated in article 37 (c) of the K K SACC O by-laws), 
unless the amount is specially drawn to be disbursed on the same day. 
Apart from control within the office, almost all people who make possible members loan 
disbursements are aware of every payment made. Staff processing payment in the bank, 
including th e Chie f executiv e of the Tanzani a Postal bank are K K member s and, as 
expected, have to process payment after readin g the document s thoroughly. They al l 
know the procedures and limits of loan portfolio and they have strict orders to return any 
uncompleted or erred document. 
Reflecting to the interests and concerns of members in the decision-making process, it 
was observe d tha t chance s ar e give n t o member s t o contribut e t o th e societ y 
development but due to lack of sensitization many members do not see the importance of 
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attending th e branc h AGM s a s fa r a s the y ar e gettin g thei r loan s a s requested . A ll 
decisions mad e ar e accordin g t o th e resolution s passe d b y th e A G M member' s 
representative council . Th e executiv e committe e als o oversee s tha t acquisitio n and 
preservation of cooperative assets is properly done a s accented b y the A G M an d the 
custody i s vested i n the executiv e committee . The executive committee preserve th e 
cooperative character o f the organization by making sure that what members decide is 
implemented and according to the by-laws. 
Research question 2 
In the research question two, there was a need to check if savings and credit represen t 
the interests of cooperatives to members, authorities and the general public; 
The fact that many respondents indicate d their satisfaction on the credit services offered 
(see table7) means that they are willing to stay in the society as long as it exists. The 
period members were employed and period they had been in the society seem to merge, 
so i f the SACCO s wer e no t performin g to thei r expectations , ther e coul d b e mor e 
dropouts. Many respondents (80.33%) , are encouraging others to join KK , a s compared 
to marginal number of them (4.1%) who discourage new members and other who don't 
have any comment (15.57%). There is no doubt that, despite o f any shortcoming, they 
feel that there is more to gain by staying in the society. 
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Table 11: Opinion for non-members to join SACCOs 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Encourage to join 98 80.33 80.33 
Discourage to join 5 4.10 84.43 
No comment 19 15.57 100 
TOTAL 122 100 
Source: The survey study 2004 
Every respondent questioned had benefited from loans received from KK and some of 
them have taken loans from more than one product either at different times or at the 
same time. 
Table 12: Benefits obtained by joining SACCOS 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Invested in business 12 8.70 8.70 
Paid children school fees 29 21.01 29.71 
Built a house 90 65.22 94.93 
Other various uses 7 5.07 100.00 
TOTAL 138 100 
Source: The survey study 2004 
As mentione d earlie r th e reaso n wh y over 80 % of employee s from  membe r 
organizations are K K member s is that, benefits received surpass shortcomings. Despite 
all comments made in general performance, respondents were asked to give their general 
remarks on the whole savings and credit issue. Lack of training, which resulted in less 
productive use of the credit facility, was brought forward as an important shortcoming in 
K K (Tabl e 12). Bureaucracy, which was a major complaint to many ( see table 5 and 6) 
also ranked last on respondents priorities on the specific remarks. 
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Table 13: Specific remark 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Remove bureaucracy 8 6.56 6.56 
Lower interest rate 10 8.20 14.75 
Distribute shares on buildin g 17 13.93 28.69 
Employ extra staff 16 13.11 41.80 
Pay dividends 12 9.84 51.64 
Train members 40 32.79 84.43 
Other general comments 19 15.57 100.00 
TOTAL 122 100 
Source: The  survey study2004 
There is a lot to be done by current leadership to ensure members are knowledgeable on 
cooperative issues so that they use their facility effectively. Doing that will make those 
who happe n t o loose thei r jobs t o stil l remai n in the society as they wil l b e self-
sustaining and able to take care of themselves without assistance from anyone. 
4.1.2 CREDIT MANAGEMENT 
The managemen t K K is vested to the Central committee, while the executive committee 
undertakes al l the day-to-day running of business. Loa n committee performs al l loan-
servicing duties , whil e supervisor y committe e safeguard s al l societ y asset s and 
members' funds . 
4.1.2.1 Sources of funds 
According to KK by-law s sources of funds are from member's shares , ne w members 
entrance fees , reserve s an d compulsory saving s an d loans from  differen t financia l 
institutions. Members ' shares acquisition is clearly prescribed in Article 80(2 ) of the 
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cooperative rules, which states; 'Share  values  for any society shall be specified in the 
By-laws of the society and shall be fully paid by members \ 
Article 80(3 ) states that, 'a  member may require additional  shares, provided his total 
holdings do not exceed one fifth or 20% of the shares of the credit society or such lesser 
amount as the By-laws may specify ', 
Value per share is Tshs.5,000/=. Up to 31s t December 2003, total members' shares were 
worth Tshs.537,493,588/=. Regarding members deposits, the article 81(1) states; 
(A member  may  deposit  moneys  in  this part referred to as savings or  sight deposit 
account in the savings and credit cooperative society in such minimum amount as may 
be prescribed in the By-laws \ 
K K ha s no limit o f members savings/deposits so each one is allowed to deposit any 
amount becaus e dividend s ar e pai d i n both contribution s and shares alike . Anothe r 
advantage is that the more deposit in ones' account , the more loan potential they have 
because they can borrow three times the amount of their savings. 
Records show that some members have deposits reaching as high as Tshs. 11.0 Million, 
giving the m a  chance to borrow about Tshs . 33.0 Million a t once . At this moment , 
contributions (savings ) ar e the majo r sourc e o f funds. U p to 31 s t December 2003 , 
members savings were Tshs.4,194,747,929/=. 
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4.1.2.2 Products 
K K SACC O had been issuing two types of loans to its members (article 34(1) of KK by-
laws), the emergence loan with a maximum of Tshs.300,000/= payable in 6 months and 
planned (long term) loan reaching as high as three times of member's savings, payable 
within 48 months. O n the A GM held on 20t h and 21s t December 2002 members agreed 
to introduc e a new product, "  education loan"  that started wit h effec t from  January 
2004. Before 2004, some of the loans issued for other uses were also used to pay school 
fees until members decided to officiate it as one of its main products. 
The maximu m payment o f this loa n i s Tshs.l , 000,000/ = payabl e directl y to the 
respective schoo l or college with repayment period of 12 months. For members who 
wants loans for school fees exceeding Tshs. 1.0 million the y have to fill planne d loan 
forms instead of education fees forms and the loan is paid directly to them. Members are 
allowed to have all types of loans, provided the total amount should not exceed three 
times of their savings. 
For th e past 12 years, including 1 1 months of year 2004, KK SACC O have granted a 
total sum of Tshs.38.039 Billion as shown on the table below; 
Table 14: Loans paid from 1993 to November 2004 
YEAR LOAN GRANTED (Tshs) GROWTH RAT E 
1993 639,225,818 -
1994 734,647,200 15% 
1995 1,307,945,650 78% 
1996 1,980,283,159 51% 
1997 2,621,864,650 32% 
1998 3,482,545,575 33% 
1999 4,756,916,732 37% 
2000 4,542,725,673 (5)% 
2001 4,183,311,999 (8)% 
2002 5,217,419,666 25% 
2003 5,140,104,000 (D% 
NOV-2004 3,432,162,903 (33)% 
TOTAL 38,039,153,025 
Source: KKSACCO AGM report-18?  December 2004 
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The following is the chart giving a clear picture of the above data; 
Graph 1: Loans payment from 1993 to November 2004 
Growth o n loa n servicin g wa s dependin g o n increas e o f ne w member s followin g 
recruitments i n their organization and increase in member's saving s on their deposits 
accounts. 
In 2003, there were 8,831 tota l applied for and paid loans , which amounted to Tshs. 
5,140,104,000/= where emergence loan applications for DSM were 4,554 valuing Tshs. 
1,268,707,000/=, and all other regions were 2,684 valuing Tshs. 768,394,000/=. Planned 
loans (countrywide) alone were 1,59 3 valuing Tshs. 3,103,003,000/=. Members of K K 
SACCOs ar e around 4,400, having a total of 8831 applied and paid loans means that 
same people were applying for more than one loan within one year. 
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Table 15: Analysis o f Planned loans for the year 2003 
(TSHS) 
TYPE OF LOAN 
NO. OF APPLICATION LOANS PAID PERCENT 
AGE (% ) 
MEN WOMEN TOTAL MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
BUILDING 751 424 1,175 1,622,582,000 789,720,000 2,412,302,000 77.74 
EDUCATION 119 120 239 191,565,000 177,721,000 369,286,000 11.90 
AGRICULTURE 16 15 31 25,900,000 22,310,000 48,210,000 1.55 
MEDICAL 30 11 41 59,820,000 22,120,000 81,940,000 2.65 
BUSINESS 9 5 14 20,320,000 8,050,000 28,370,000 .90 
OTHERS 53 39 92 105,105,000 57,790,000 162,895,000 5.25 
TOTAL 978 614 1,592 2,025,292,000 1,077,711,000 3,103,003,000 100 
Source: KK SACCOS AGM held  on 18f h December 2004 
The following grap h gives a true picture of the situation-
Graph 2: Planned loans for 2003 
Adopted from compiled notes 
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Diversity o f issued loans i s very high, buildin g consumin g more than three quarter s 
(77.74%) o f K K tota l loa n portfolio. Management ha s neve r take n an y initiativ e to 
reduce the disparity of such gap. Business and agriculture, which were expected to lead 
other components, together accounted for 2.45%. 
For yea r 2004 , dat a availabl e (up t o 30 th Novembe r 2004) show s tha t 7,42 1 loan s 
amounting to Tshs. 3,432,162,903/= have been issued to members. Out of 7,421 loans 
applied for, emergence loans were 6,270 (DSM 3347 and Branches 2939) accounting for 
84.49% of all loan s applications. Value of the sam e loan s was Tshs. 1,683,150,194/ = 
(DSM Tshs.906,570,194/= and branches Tshs.776,580,000/=) or 49.04% of Total loans 
paid. Application for planned loans were 1151 only or 15.59% but with a value of Tshs. 
1,685,110,809/=, accountin g fo r 49.25% , whil e educatio n loan s pai d directl y t o 
schools/colleges were 147 with a value of 63,901,900/=, accounting for 1.86%. 
Table 16: Analysis of Planned loans from January to November 2004 
(TSHS) 
TYPE OF LOAN 
NO. OF APPLICATION LOANS PAID PERCENT 
AGE (% ) MEN WOMEN TOTAL MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
BUILDING 421 263 684 726,650,000 490,730,000 1,217,380,000 72.24 
EDUCATION 73 62 135 113,550,000 93,530,000 207,080,000 12.29 
AGRICULTURE 32 22 54 31,000,000 24,720,000 55,720,000 3.31 
MEDICAL 19 9 28 33,230,000 16,800,000 50,030,000 2.97 
BUSINESS 9 3 12 19,430,000 3,300,000 22,730,000 1.35 
OTHERS 54 21 75 95,170,809 37,000,000 132,170,809 7.84 
TOTAL 608 380 988 1,019,030,809 666,080,000 1,685,110,809 100 
Source: KK AGM held on 18th December 2004 
Referring to above table, planned loans were 988 valuing Tshs. 1,685,110,809/= wher e 
men accounted for 61.5% of all planned loans in that category and women were 38.5%. 
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Men applied for and received 608 loans worth Tshs. 1,019,030,809/= and women applied 
for 380 loans worth Tshs. 666,080,000/=. Out of the planned loans amounting to Tshs. 
207,080,000/=, 135 loans paid to cover education costs were paid directly to parents. 
Some branches, whose regions have TPB branches have accounts and are allowed to pay 
emergence loans to members after gettin g approval from head office and planned loans 
(paid only once in the month) and education loans are only provided at the head office. 
Looking a t abov e th e table s an d graphs , on e ca n observ e that , the rea l meaning of 
establishing and using cooperatives (SACCOs ) as means for poverty alleviation is not 
well recognized by KK members . Major reason for this weakness is lack of cooperative 
education to member s t o ensur e they mak e us e o f their societ y for mor e beneficial 
activities than building houses. To build a house is usually a 'sunk cost\ unless they are 
constructed for rental business. 
Comparing the loan service for 2003 and 2004 indicates that, members are stil l taking 
building loans than any other product . One thing, which i s not clea r is why building 
loans are still the dominant category of all loans paid ever since the society was formed 
3 decades ago. For eleven months of 2004, for building loans accounted for 72.24% of 
planned loan s an d the remainin g 27.76% were fo r al l other loan s categorie s issued . 
Considering that majority of members are those who joined the SACC O over ten years 
ago, w e coul d expec t tha t almost al l of them ar e havin g their own houses and now 
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thinking of other economic development activities. So far there is no one who have taken 
trouble to analyze why this habit is still going on unchecked. What leaders care most is if 
the person taking a loan is able to repay in a prescribed period and comply with agreed 
rules. 
Whether buildin g a  hous e i s a  traditio n o r prestig e i s ye t t o b e studie d becaus e 
experience shows that many Tanzanians feels that to build a house is a necessity in life 
more anything. Once a person completes his/her education, what follows i s seek for a 
job, marry and then to build a house and settle with a family. In a Tanzanian society one 
is respected i f he is living at his own house. The lack of bisiness education may be the 
reason wh y som e member s ten d t o buil d house s fo r rentin g believin g that i t i s an 
investment that do not need much follow ups, promotion and risk. 
If entrepreneurshi p skill s coul d have been imparted to members , busines s coul d rank 
first rathe r tha n last as i t appears. B y doing business, one can use profit s realized to 
build houses still continue having one's businesses in place. 
K K has no specific (approved) credit policy other than depend only o n their by-laws and 
resolutions of the AGM . Nevertheless , KK uses a loan application forms No. KK/2  for 
the emergence and planned loans and pass through different stages. Even if loan request 
form is completed, a loan repayment guarantee form No. KK3  should be completed and 
verified before any loan is approved. The only criteria to get any loan is that you must be 
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K K membe r for not less than 6 months and have acquired shares not less than 20 and, 
therefore, eligibl e for a loan not exceeding three times of your contributions. Accordin g 
to K K management , th e following s criterias and conditions are used for assessing and 
distributing credit: 
1) Membe r should contribute at least Tshs 10,000/= or more as savings every month. 
2) Thre e guarantors should have one third (shares plus deposits) of loan amount applied 
by a borrower to be guaranteed ; 
3) Borrowe r should state the purpose of loans; 
4) Borrowe r should not have any debts; 
5) Borrowe r should accept to pay the loan in stipulated time with interest rates. 
Officers responsibl e i.e. Chairman, vice chairman, Secretary, Treasurer and chairman of 
the supervisor y committee , d o th e authorization s o f payment s an d the y ar e als o 
signatories. Ther e is an accounts clerk who keeps records of all cash /bank transactions. 
Budgetary system is short term (one year) and it is usually a cash budget, which depends 
mostly on collections from members. 
4.1.2.3 Loan Servicing 
The societ y recover s loan s throug h a  checkin g syste m wher e respectiv e employer s 
deduct agreed sum s direct from employee's (members ) salarie s every month and remit 
the same to the SACCOs. As seen on the loan application forms No.KK/2 (Appendix 12) 
the employer is participating fully in giving members' personal income details, showing 
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that from the salary received, he/she is able to repay the loan so requested. Apar t from 
the employer , there are two guarantors (use d as collateral) who declare to be liable in 
case the borrower defaults t o pay the required instalments for the emergence loa n and 
three guarantors fo r planned loan. The guarantors' fills  for m No. KK/3, (Appendi x 13) 
as per article 34.0 of KK by-laws. 
Loan reimbursement a t KK is effectively monitore d because mos t of the borrowers are 
reimbursing the ful l amoun t of their installments as per agreement. Ther e is no need of 
an excessive effort fo r follow-ups o n repayment o f installments. A lis t of all loans in 
arrears is produced every quarter and summed up when preparing the year-end financial 
statements as stated in the article 102(1) of the coop society Rule; 'At  the end of every 
three month,  a  list  of outstanding  loans  shall be made available  for review  by  any 
member, showing with respect of every loan:-
(a) Name of member; 
(b) Date of extension; 
(c) Initial amount and the outstanding balance; 
(d) Terms of payment and interest rates 
(e) Amount of unpaid instalments, if  any; 
(f) Names of guarantors and security pledged' 
Using cheking system in loan repayment was expected to be the best method to control 
defaulters, but, in our study it was discovered that KK needs more effort to make it work 
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as expected. There is careful control of borrowers from when a members applies for loan 
to the time of repayment but still over years there were a good number of defaulters who 
for one reason or another, coul d not service their loans properly. This makes the lis t of 
members t o b e hig h whil e n o transaction s ar e recorde d i n thei r ledgers . Thi s wa s 
partially cause d b y lac k o f ag e analysi s o f loa n debtor' s schedule . Insistenc e o n 
preparation of a list of outstanding loan is stated in the sub-rule (2) of rule 102 that, 
1 The list referred to under sub-rule (1) shall be prepared within thirty days after the end 
of the period specified under sub-rule (1) to which the list relates ands shall be signed as 
correct by either the Treasurer, the  secretary or the manager, as  the case may be, and 
shall be approved by the chairman and a copy sent to the registrar immediately \ 
In the 2003 A G M, convened on 27th December 2003 it was reported that, there were 363 
dormant members who had already withdrawn their shares but had credit from allocated 
dividends of Tshs. 6,717,958.75. There were 409 dormant members who do not have 
any loan but left their shares in the society amounting to Tshs. 65,564,958.65. Also there 
were 28 2 dorman t member s wh o defaulte d t o pa y thei r loan s wort h Tshs . 
102,097,207/85. Whil e th e firs t categor y th e Boar d requeste d th e A G M to approv e 
termination of such members from membership list, the second category requested for a 
suspension of members. The last one was the unpaid loans, which they requested to be 
written off. Total number of dormant members in all categories is 1051. 
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The mone y requeste d t o b e writte n off , Tshs . 102,097,207/8 5 was supposed t o be 
recovered from guarantors as per Rule 66(2) stating; 'A  guarantor shall be liable for 
repayment of the loan for which he is a guarantor to the extent as guaranteed in the case 
of repayment of such loan by the guarantee '. 
There was no evidence to show that every effort t o recover the loans, even from the 
guarantors was exhausted because write off means loss to all remaining members. As 
mentioned above, major reason for this weakness was failure to prepare age analysis of 
all loan s unpaid so that it could be easy to trace any serious default before it was too 
late. The suspensio n o f member' s loan s i s prescribe d i n articl e 98(2 ) Cooperative 
societies Rule, which states; 'The  registrar may also suspend loans and acceptance of 
savings and deposits, after an examination or investigation under the Act'. 
The decision to write off unpaid loans is in complicity with Rule 99(1), which states that, 
'Where a loan or any part of the loan has remained unpaid for more than ninety days in 
accordance with  the agreed repayment schedule,  the  savings and  credit cooperative 
society shall cancel the loan with the savings and deposits accepted as security for loan 
and shall proceed to collect on any other property pledged as security '. 
In order to work effectively, and according to best practice principles, KK i s required to 
follow th e BOT' s 'Key  Prudential  Standards ' fo r 'Loan  Classification  and 
Provisioning'. The Bank of Tanzania's mandatory guidelines for aging, classificatio n 
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and provisioning for loans follow international standards and practice. The Management 
of Risk Assets Regulations,  2001  came int o effect o n May 1, 2001 an d repealed "Th e 
Guidelines o n Managemen t o f Ris k Assets , Classificatio n of Loans an d othe r Ris k 
Assets, Provisioning for Losses and Accrual of Interest" which were issued on October 
18, 1991 . The objective s o f thes e Regulation s ar e generall y t o provid e prudentia l 
guidance on management of risk assets and bases for providing for losses on loans and 
other risk assets, (Bikki Randhawa, Joselito Gallardo (2003). 
Following international practice , loan accounts ar e periodically subjected t o aging and 
classified with respect to the number o f days that classified loans have been delinquen t 
in payment o f principal and/or interest . The typical account classifications according to 
number o f day s o f delinquency , an d th e correspondin g specifi c provision s tha t ar e 
required to be made are shown in Table below. 
Table 17: Loan Classification and Provisioning Guidelines for Licensed Banks 
Risk Classification Days Delinquent / 
Non-Performing 
Performing Rate of 
Provisioning 
(% of Loan Amount) 
Standard or current 0 to 30 days -
Loans Especially Mentioned (not full y secured, 
etc.) 
31 to 60 days 5% 
Sub-standard 61 to 90 days 25% 
Doubtful 91 to 18 0 50% 
Loss Loss 181 day s or more 100 % 
Source: World Bank Financial Sector Report, 2001; and Bank of Tanzania 
Management of Risk Assets Regulations 2001from EOT website. 
All loans that are past due and those classified as sub-standard, doubtfu l or total loss (i.e. 
that could never be paid), are required to be placed on non-accrual basis. The guidelines 
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issued b y the Ban k o f Tanzania also require license d banks an d non-ban k financial 
institutions to maintain a general reserve for possible loan losses equivalent to 2% of its 
total outstandin g loa n portfolio , an d t o mak e th e require d specifi c provision s on a 
quarterly basis. These are included in the periodic reports submitted by licensed banks 
and non-blank financial institutions to the Bank of Tanzania. Rule 98(1 )a prescribe that, 
It is  the responsibility of the supervisory committee to instruct the suspension of loans, 
when:- the  past due portfolio /non performing loans exceeds 5% (five per cent) of  the 
loan portfolio \ 
Article 3. 2 o f th e Nationa l microfinanc e Policy , 2002 , discusse s th e bes t practic e 
principles where i n 3.2.2 (unde r delinquenc y control), it is prescribed that among the 
most basic competencies required of any microfinance provider is that of getting loans 
repaid. Sub-article (a) of 3.2.2 states ; 'Maintenance  and  active use  of accurate, up  to 
date information  on  portfolio status (at  various levels of organization) including  aging 
of arrears' 
Information gathered indicate s that there was also a small important detail overlooked 
before acceptin g t o issu e th e planne d loans . I t wa s necessar y t o ensur e recover y 
possibility beforehand by knowing how much savings the guarantors have and balances 
remaining after deducting their own outstanding loans. To avoid portfolio at risk (PAR), 
the executive committee should ensure that guarantors for the planned loans do not take 
any loan if their outstanding loans plus the portion of guaranteed sum exceed three times 
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their savings. If the sum is less than the loan granted should be a top-up in order to reach 
a ceiling equivalent to 3 times of their savings. 
4.1.2.4 Loan Interest 
Every SACCOS have the responsibility of charging interest affordable to its members 
but at the same time, in order to grow and expand, it have to charge a competitiv e 
interest rate that can realise a surplus to be distributed amongst its members through 
dividends. Cooperative society Rules made it clear in article 75(1) by stating that; 
'A savings and credit cooperative society, in  this part referred to as a credit society, is 
solely dedicated to the promotion of  thrift among its  members and  the creation of  a 
source of  credit  for them  at competitive  rates of  interest  through  financial 
intermediation'. 
This article conforms to Para 3.2.1 o f National microfinance policy, 2000 that stated that 
pricing is one of the most important determinants of the potential of the microfinance 
services t o becom e sustainabl e an d the price s shoul d be se t by the microfinance 
organizations themselves, not by the government, the Bank of Tanzania or donor. 
Article 97(1) of the Coop , society Rules states; 'The  interest on loans by  savings and 
credit cooperative society  shall be fixed by the general meeting: Provided  that the 
general meeting may delegate its powers to the Board to establish the interest rates for 
loans depending on the prevailing market conditions '. 
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K K charge s an interest of 1.5% per month to all loans granted. The rate of interest was 
lowered from the previous 2% two years ago. Apart from the reduction, some members 
feel tha t i t is stil l high , so it requires to be reduced further. Thes e loan interests are 
charged in the reduced balance method, where the next month's interest is charged from 
unpaid principa l tha t remained unpaid at tha t month . As shown in the exampl e on 
Appendix 14 , loan s from  K K SACCOs attract s ver y littl e interest s compare d t o 
commercial banks where time value of money aspect is considered on current inflation 
situation. 
In the stud y finding respondent s who  were no t satisfie d by the SACC O loa n policy , 
9.68% of them (Tabl e 8 above) argued that the interes t wa s high . Becaus e of little 
knowledge of the loan servicing, some members (exact number not known) have decided 
to take loans from other banks, e.g. Stanbic, with a borrowing interest rates to 20% per 
annum. The y are suppose d to understan d that , cooperatives, like an y other business 
enterprises, need to compete in order to survive in a market economy and as for KK i t is 
members themselve s wh o ca n mak e i t survive , gro w and expand . An example in 
Appendix 14 also shows how it is cheaper and advantageous to borrow from KK rathe r 
than any commercial bank. 
Members should realize is that, whatever rate of interest charged to the loan taken it is 
not a lost to them but for the growth of their own society. It is a clear fact that at the end 
the interest paid will be an income to the society that ultimately reverts back to them as 
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surplus (afte r deductin g operatin g expenditure) , whic h i s subjecte d t o reserve s an d 
dividends. Comparing to bank borrowing there are many advantages than disadvantages . 
If you borrow from a bank you must have a  landed property a s a  collateral or, under 
special arrangements you can borrow through employer's guarantee. If you borrow from 
bank and a default to pay the interest in time occurs, the whole amount remaining unpaid 
is compounded so interest is not constant on normal reducing balance method, but on the 
actual outstanding loan on the date the interest is computed. 
4.1.3 FINANCIA L ASSESSMENT 
A basi c requiremen t fo r effectiv e financia l managemen t o f a  SACCOs , i s a  goo d 
accounting system which records al l transactions accuratel y and timely and summarizes 
them unde r differen t lin e items . Suc h an accountin g syste m wil l hel p preparation of 
accurate and periodical financial reports, which could be used, for analysis and decision-
making. In most Savings and credit cooperatives, financial statements are prepared on an 
annual basis and audited fo r the purpose o f establishing the profi t or loss and also to 
submit them to concerned authorities, as legally required. 
The main objective of preparation o f the financial statements is to submit them to the 
external institution s lik e Governmen t (throug h BOT) , Bank an d othe r cooperativ e 
departments. Fo r th e purpose s o f effectiv e financial  management , thes e statements 
should be prepared on a monthly basic and used by the Board to monitor and control the 
Savings and credit operations. The analysis of the financial statements will help plan the 
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activities an d se t targets . Frequen t preparatio n o f accurate financial  statement s and 
analysis wil l improv e the performanc e o f th e operation s an d thereb y increas e th e 
profitability. 
For example , if the SACCO s prepar e a monthly Loan statement along with age-wise 
outstanding loans, it will help the management to take necessary steps to follow up loans 
overdue and increase rate of repayment. A monthly income and expenditure statement 
will enable the management to control the expenditure and increase income. A monthly 
cash flow  statemen t wil l hel p managemen t identif y cas h availabilit y an d mak e 
investment decisions. 
The study on financial management fo r KK was facilitated b y the availability of well-
prepared accounts according to required standards and principles. Financia l statements 
are prepared as prescribed in the Tanzania Financial Accounting Standards issued by the 
National Board of Accounting and Auditors (NBAA). Management have to oversees that 
there is a complianc e of financial records to audi t procedures and guidelines as per 
Cooperative societie s Act 2003 S.48(2) ; 'Every  registered  society shall  keep  proper 
accounts and other records in relation thereto and shall within three months prepare in 
respect of  every year a statement of  accounts in  a form which conforms to  the best 
accounting standards'. 
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Cooperative societies Rule article 44(2)c states that, the duties of the board shall include 
the following , T o ensure that  the  accounts of  the  society  are  prepared and audited 
according to the requirement of Act, rules and By-laws; ' 
When account s ar e prepared , the y ar e sen t t o auditors , th e Cooperativ e Audi t an d 
Supervision Corporation (COASCO), who audit cooperative societies accounts, and after 
the exercise is completed the audited income and expenditure account, balance sheet and 
sources and application of funds are laid before the A GM as per article 44(2)d; 
To lay before the annual general meeting an audited income and expenditure account, 
balance sheet and sources and application of funds'. 
K K accountin g system is not computerized at the moment but staffs are now undergoing 
an intensive training of a new computer program. It is expected that on January 2005 a 
trial run shall start and data will be posted in parts until complete computerised system is 
used. Operations wil l b e networked all over the country making sure information flow 
take a  ver y shor t perio d and ensurin g a  promp t action . The curren t syste m wil l g o 
parallel wit h the new system until every last detail is transferred the n it will be shelved. 
Back-up storage facility shall be maintained to avoid loosing recorded data. 
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4.13.1 Finance and planning 
(a) Annual Budgeting 
The study reveals that the K K ha s no business goals. Normally, when something comes 
up it is discussed in the executive committee, then sent to the central committee and later 
tabled to the A GM fo r getting blessings of all members. It was also observed that regular 
budget process is developed and integrated into an annual operating plan as required and 
financial reports are prepared quarterly to evaluate if activities are performed according 
to plan. 
With thi s syste m variance s ar e discovere d earlie r an d discusse d i n th e presidin g 
quarterly Boar d meetings . Befor e th e budge t i s adopted , i t shoul d b e approve d b y 
members in the AGM, which are normally conducted in December every year. 
(b) Long-Term Financial Planning 
The cooperative's long-ter m financial planning that addresses sources and allocation of 
capital that is consistent wit h competitive strategy i s not prepared an d adopted by the 
society. K K ha s some investments that are set to boost members ' incom e in the futur e 
but a  busines s pla n whos e sophisticatio n i s correlate d with  th e significanc e o f th e 
investment o f individual members ha s not been prepared. Thi s shortcoming makes the 
society to operate in a traditional way, that sometimes mak e things more complicated 
when members as k for the project proposal/pla n and implementation of the respectiv e 
investments e.g. die construction of the investment building. 
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4.13.2 General Accounting 
The societ y has tw o bank accounts , one a t the CRD B (1996 ) Limited an d another at 
Tanzania Postal Bank (TPB) . They include savings account, current account and fixed 
deposit account. Money withdrawn and deposited regarding to loan services is passed 
through TPB, whic h is the major account and also saves the fixe d deposi t of one-year 
period and a special fixed deposit, 'WADU', which is withdrawn upon maturity or when 
necessary. Thos e branches whose regions have TP B branches , member s ar e receiving 
emergence loans from respective branches at respective regions, and as in DSM, bank 
workers are als o members . U p to this moment , there are 9  TPB branches including, 
Mbeya, Mwanza, Arusha, Mtwara, Zanzibar, Dodoma, Tabora, Ruvuma and Kigoma. 
Full accountin g record s ar e maintaine d i n accordanc e wit h recognize d international 
accounting standards and financial report s are regularly prepared an d presented to the 
Central committee and finally to the annual general meeting (AGM) of all membership. 
Cooperative Act No.20 of2003, sub-section (2) states that, 
"Every registered  society shall,  keep proper accounts and  other records  in relation 
thereto and  shall within three months prepare in  respect of every year a statement of 
accounts in a form which conforms to the best accounting standards ". 
The stud y shows that KK maintains proper books of accounts, which are finally posted 
in the general ledger. From the general ledger, a trial balance is extracted, which sources 
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information fo r financial statements preparation e.g. income and expenditure accounts 
and Balance sheet statement. Whe n the audited accounts are prepared, they are sent to 
Cooperative Audit and Supervision Corporation (COASCO) for auditing as required by 
the law. Unless the financial statements are audited and the statements certified by the 
auditing company, they are considered as 'draft accounts ' and cannot officially b e used 
by stakeholders. 
K K i s printing all its official document s for loan service, administrative purposes and 
accounting. The assessment reveale d that, utilizations of those tools are proper and are 
always locked in safer place (cash office). 
The following are KK SACC O used accounting tools: 
(i) Individua l ledger; 
(ii) Members passbook; 
(iii) Cash payment vouchers; 
(iv) Cash receipts and cheque book; 
(v) Journal of transaction. 
Some o f the sample s o f the document s use d ar e chequ e paymen t voucher s (KK/7) , 
prepared in triplicate (Appendix 15) and daily collections sheet (KK/9) recording daily 
receipts from members (Appendix 16). The reflection of the society activities shows that 
K K i s performin g it s dutie s i n the righ t track a s coul d b e expecte d i n a  financial 
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organization. Sometime s a membe r may require clearin g hi s previous loan wit h an 
intention o f taking a fresh one. If such a  situatio n happens i t i s allowed , bu t the 
concerned person have to pay all loan dues including interest. That person is required to 
fill i n a loan clearance form (Appendi x 17 ) and when it is authorised then the process 
will continue. 
In order to control movement of funds when any payment is made, the payee is paid 
through cheque and when a member wants to pay money other than checking system (i.e 
passing through directly from each organization), they must collect a stamped Pay-in-
slip and deposit money in the TPB account (Appendix 18). 
4.133 Auditing 
In the study it was established that ful l financial  audi t of KK is undertaken annually 
under th e supervisio n of qualified accountants , Cooperativ e Audit an d Supervision 
Corporation (COASCO). Thre e most recent audit reports were reviewed and the latest is 
the final accounts for 2003 years of income (Appendix 19) , and both were awarded a 
clean report. This is in complicity to article 29(2) of the cooperative societies rules that 
prescribed that; 'Accounts of every registered society shall be audited at least once in 
the year by the Cooperative Audit and Supervision Corporation or any other competent 
registered auditor who may charge a competitive fee. The appointment of the competent 
and registered auditor shall be decided at the general meeting of members and is subject 
to the approval of the Registrar'. 
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In the study, when reviewing the audited reports done by COASCO, among the findings 
was that in 2002 and 2003, either KK delaye d to submit books of accounts for auditing 
as require d by rule 29(2 ) or the auditor s themselve s delaye d to complete the audit 
exercise earlier, according to rule 29(3). Rule 29(3) states; 
The accounts shall be made up to the last day of the period to which they relate, and the 
copy thereof shall be sent to the auditor not later than three months after the closing of 
the financial year and auditors shall complete the auditing work within two months after 
submission of accounts. 
Accounts for year 2002 were signed by KK managemen t on 30t h July 2003, two months 
late and the certificate was signed sometimes thereafter. Time of issuance of certificate 
for 2003 accounts was not bad as it was signed on 9t h June, some few days after required 
official deadline . Delay s observe d ar e not seriou s bu t rules nee d t o be adhere d t o 
considering tha t th e institutio n is dealin g wit h mone y busines s tha t require s dail y 
transactions an d up to date reports . Normally , ther e are follow-up s o n audit repor t 
comments after auditors issue management audit report (MAR) and actions are taken in 
good time. 
4.1.3.4 Reserve fund and Capital investment 
A well-manage d society shoul d generate incom e in excess o f their expenses . Thi s 
produces a surplus, which members may decide to re-invest within the society. This re-
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investment can take the for m o f different reserves , which belongs to th e societ y itself. 
Part of the surplus may be retained within the society . Building of institutional funds wil l 
ensure long-term sustainability and self-reliance of the society over a period of time. 
As referre d t o i n the financia l statements , actual liquidity situation is good and allow s 
K K managemen t to fulfil l th e dispositio n o f articl e 8 3 (1 ) o f Co-Operativ e Societies 
Rules, stating that: 
"Every savings and credit society shall maintain a reserve fund to meet withdrawals of 
money in  share and deposits accounts, consisting  of cash on  hand or in  bank or other 
organization authorized By-laws to accept moneys on deposit, and  such reserve shall not 
at the  end  of  any  calendar  month  be  less than  ten  percentum of  the  liabilities  of the 
credit society to its members in respect of shares and deposits at that time " 
Likewise, i n articl e 35. 1 o f thei r by-laws, K K maintains a  statutor y reserves fund a s 
prescribed i n articl e 68(1 ) o f th e Cooperativ e rule s backe d b y articl e 105(1 ) o f 
cooperative Rules, which states; 
'When determining the net surplus made by the savings anZd credit cooperative society, 
20% of the annual net surplus shall be set aside in  the Statutory Reserve Fund until the 
set capital adequacy standard is reached \ 
As indicate d in article 35(.l) of the K K by-laws there are Fou r types of reserves, which 
members agreed to set aside whenever the society makes a surplus; 
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(a) 20% of net surplus eac h yea r as 'Statutory  reserves'  t o be used fo r unavoidable 
losses fo r unpaid loans and refund fo r withdrawn deposits. Up to 3Its December 
2003, accumulation reached Tshs. 724,893,061/=. 
(b) 10% of net surplus as'Trustee fund' for paying for losses incurred from deceased 
members. Wit h effec t from  Januar y 2004 , followin g approva l o f members, th e 
SACCO is paying 2/3 of the deceased outstanding loan and the balance of 1/3 is to 
be deducted from member's savings. The accumulation up to 31s t December 2003, 
reached to a total sum of Tshs. 274,048,598/= 
(c) In this sub-article , the by-laws provide that, 'share  transfer fund' of 10% of net 
surplus should be set aside every year to cover for bad debts. Practically what is set 
aside i s the share transfer fun d establishe d to cover shares withdrawn. Up to 31 s t 
December 200 3 a  tota l su m of 53,749,359/= wa s se t aside , complyin g t o Co -
operative Societies Rules article 83(3) stating that, 'shares may be refundedfrom the 
share transfer fund as provided under these  Rules,  at the written request  of  a 
member and shall require advance notice of at least sixty (60) days' . Articl e 83(4), 
add that , 'the  Board shall approve  a refund  of shares to  members  who  have 
voluntarily withdrawn from the society or members who have been expelled by the 
society due  to certain deeds and  such shares  shall  be refunded from the share 
transfer fund' 
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(d) 'Education  fund' of 10 % should be se t fo r member s training . The accumulated 
education reserve fund up to 31s t December 2003 was Tshs. 239,272,724/=, included 
in revenu e reserve . Apar t from  accumulatin g suc h a  bi g amount , ther e ar e n o 
trainings conducted and no education scheme available so far. 
Dividends pai d t o member s ar e obtaine d a s a  residu e afte r al l reserves hav e bee n 
allocated and they are o f two types; The first part i s dividends from shares where all 
members are paid a fixed sum per share owned and on the second part members are paid 
1% of their minimum saving deposits balance at each quarter. 
Most financial  cooperative s societie s allocat e par t o f their reserve d fund s t o income 
generating investments. This is an effort to spread the risk of lending only to members, 
while generating more income than would be realized by leaving the money in a simple 
account. Suc h investments als o provide accessible fund s i f the cas h reserve s o f the 
society begin to ru n low . Les s often, societie s wil l inves t i n businesses o r income 
generating projects , whic h they directly own and manage. Eve n less frequently, some 
societies invest in privately owned businesses or other speculative activities. 
Capital investment up to 31 s t December 2003 was Tshs. 773,608,035/= and it refers to 
funds se t asid e from  ne t surplu s afte r ever y on e yea r declare d dividends . Members 
agreed to set aside their declared dividends after every one year to boost their capacity to 
invest in their investment buildings. The sum mentioned above represents dividends for 
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year 1997 , 199 9 an d 2001 . Th e complete d buildin g was buil t from  othe r previou s 
reserves, whic h had huge accumulations. At the closin g stages of our study, the Board 
was working on allotting shares to members whose reserved dividends were involved in 
the investment . 
4.1.4 SWO T ANALYSI S 
After making the assessment and processing the collected data, SWOT analysis was used 
in analysin g th e data . Togethe r wit h SWO T analysi s ther e wer e som e summarise d 
priorities recommende d fo r managemen t t o tak e int o consideratio n fo r th e futur e 
performance efficiency. 
Strengths 
1) Ther e is a committed management; 
2) Ther e is a sound liquidity situation; 
3) Capita l base is moving in the right direction; 
4) Profitabilit y is increasing; 
5) Th e SACCOs is situated in a convenient location 
6) Ther e is a potential for growth and expansion 
Weaknesses 
1) Assets : Loan portfolio quality is to improve. 
2) Lac k of credit management policy that guides3 the SACCOs best credit practice; 
3) Hig h level cooperative illiteracy amongst co-op membership and co-op leadership; 
4) Poo r management structure causing bureaucracy in providing credit service facility; 
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5) Ineffectiv e organization structure; 
6) Lac k of training on entrepreneurship skills to its members. 
Threats 
Have not given thought of promoting other members other than employees to join 
Opportunities 
1) Adoptin g a microfinance best practices oriented approach; 
2) Need s for quality and efficient services; 
Priorities 
1) By-law s to be reviewed, adjusted, amended and adopted; 
2) Loa n portfolio quality and management; 
3) Implementin g financial and administrative norms, policies and procedures; 
4) Emplo y qualified permanent staff; 
5) Trainin g staff, management committees and members; 
6) Promotio n of the society as a simple MFI 
4.2 RECOMMENDATION S 
The results drawn from the data pose the validity of the major aim of this study. The 
study findings have revealed that there are some weakening factors that prevents K K 
SACCOs from  bein g an efficien t too l fo r change amongs t it s members as coul d b e 
expected. ' K K' leadership weaknesse s wer e inherite d from  thei r predecessor s an d 
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continued wit h same tradition, but i n some wa y these weaknesses are require d t o b e 
looked at in a broader perspective for a successful ending results. 
According to stud y findings , major roo t cause s of the sai d weakening factors , which 
originate mainl y from  SACCO s interna l force s wer e brough t by ; (i ) Lac k o f credi t 
management polic y tha t guide s th e SACCO s bes t credi t practice ; (ii ) Hig h leve l 
cooperative illiterac y amongs t co-o p membershi p an d co-o p leadership ; (iii ) Poor 
management structur e causin g bureaucrac y i n providin g credi t servic e facility ; (iv ) 
Ineffective organizatio n structure; (v ) Lack of training on entrepreneurship skill s to its 
members. 
(i) Lac k of credit management and other policies that guides the SACCO S to th e 
best credit practice; 
The research findings have observe d wit h concern that K K SACCO s operat e without 
administrative polic y an d credi t Polic y manual . Operatio n towards agree d missio n is 
done with an aim of fulfilling th e overal l objectives of the society i.e. Loan delivery to 
members i s don e bu t ther e ar e n o writte n policie s to manag e credi t activitie s e.g . 
incentive mechanisms ; progressiv e lendin g policy ; Microfinanc e profitable activity , 
financing providen t an d productiv e activities , professiona l management , etc . Th e 
analysis mad e from  th e interview s show s tha t 72.95%  doe s no t understan d ' K K' 
SACCOs' policie s showing that members ar e ignorant of something they own. There is 
no doubt tha t since there is no guiding policies other tha n the by-laws , members an d 
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leaders will continue to be ignorant until the leadership takes an extra effort without this 
important aspect. 
It is recommended that the SACCO s should develop credit management policie s to be 
adopted a s a  workin g too l b y utilizin g th e basi c principle s o f microfinanc e an d 
SACCOs' bes t practices whos e guideline s could b e applie d in accordance wit h such 
principles. Th e mor e th e SACCO s i s growin g th e mor e complicate d th e credi t 
management becomes . Also seminars should be conducted to all new leaders. Also other 
working tool s shoul d be availabl e to th e SACCO s i n order t o wor k efficiently. Th e 
following are important tools used by any successful SACCOs at the moment; 
(a) By-laws 
(b) Credit Management policy 
(c) Administrativ e policy 
(d) Financial policy 
(e) Internal control policy 
(f) Cooperativ e societies Act no 20. of2003 
(g) Cooperative societies Rules 2003 
(h) National Micro-finance policy 2000 
(i) Cooperativ e development policy, 2002 
(j) Bankin g and Financial Institution Act, 1991 
It is understood that policies have changed a lot in the recent years but they are always 
changing for the better to cope with current world economic changed and globalization. 
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(ii) Hig h level cooperative illiteracy amongst co-op membership and co-operative 
leadership; 
The study revealed that many members o f the SACCO s doe s not kno w much on the 
whole aspect of cooperative principles, apart from the knowledge that the credit facility 
helps i n liquidating a certai n financial  problems tha t may arise . Th e fac t tha t abou t 
73.77% o f members wer e introduce d to join th e SACCO s throug h friends, means a 
person only joins by seeing immediate problems of members being solved by taking a 
loan and repayment done through salary deduction. 
Table 18: Introduction to the SACCOs 
Parameter Frequency Percentage Cumulative % 
Seminar 19 15.57 15.57 
Friend 90 73.77 89.34 
Publication 11 9.02 98.36 
Other means 2 1.64 100 
T O T A L 122 100 
Source: The survey study2004 
The amount repaid through check-off system is deducted from the source (salaries) so it 
is not directly felt by the payee, hence, making it easier for one to be attracted to join. 
What was learnt from the interviews reveals that as far as members reques t loans and 
money paid, the objective is fulfilled an d no one is interested to know what goes on in 
their SACCOs. Lack of co-operative education makes i t difficult t o enlighten members 
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of their responsibilities and having the sense of ownership. This weakness results in the 
poor attendance in Branch Annual General meetings (especially in DSM), where only a 
portion of all members all members attends. Sensitization is required to make members 
understand tha t joining the SACCO s i s not taking loans and repayments onl y but they 
should also feel, as owners and part of the organization. 
(iii) Inadequat e management structure 
Current membership of the KK SACCO s is around 4,400 active members with net assets 
of aroun d Tshs 3.45 Billion , whic h naturally attract a high activity level in providing 
better credit management services . These activities require a reasonable human resources 
establishment t o handle such volume. Although leadership have experience in handling 
the credi t management , bureaucrac y wil l stil l prevai l if activities are handle d on part 
time basis. 
Research results revealed that only 29.51% of respondents shows that credit facility is 
well maintained, 43.44% say it is not wel l maintained while 27.05% say they have no 
opinion (refer table 5 above). There is no doubt that 60.38% of those who said that the 
credit facility is not well maintained claimed of bureaucracy and 35.85% saying that the 
reason fo r th e dela y wa s waitin g a  lon g perio d t o receiv e th e loan , whic h wer e 
sometimes required urgently (refer table 6). The two responses (96.23%), which means 
the sam e show that there is a need to loo k into K K operation s an d se t modalitie s of 
solving the problems. For example if some of signatories are foil  time staff, the burden 
could no t b e shouldere d t o executiv e members wh o work for som e fe w hours daily . 
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Management can set some categories of payment, where certain amount can be paid by 
eertain category of staff level and another category to be signed by committee members 
alone. Apar t from  delay s o f payments , 74.59%  o f respondents sho w tha t the y ar e 
satisfied that the loan policy really satisfy their needs, where 25.41% claiming that they 
are not. 
Follow up done to establish what was the critical point where delays are mostly centred 
revealed that recently, the burde n was heavily shouldered by the chairma n following 
resolutions passed regarding approval of TTCL staf f members. Management could not 
risk society funds afte r realizin g that some of the TTC L staf f had also borrowed from 
other financial  institution s e.g . Stanbi c an d Standar d Chartere d banks . Concerned 
members were not transparent enough because they wanted to borrow from the SACCOs 
without revealing the bank loans taken, knowing that it s repayment als o focus at the 
same salaries. 
Another problem was the recent experience of mass retrenchment process of TTCL staff , 
now unde r dispute. It was decided that, before they are paid, all TTCL loan s should be 
authorized b y the chairma n himself. Considering supremac y o f TTC L staf f i n K K 
membership (66.98% of all members , as per table 1 ) loans granted are supposed to be 
more tha n othe r respectiv e organizations , s o an y sligh t chang e ma y affec t al l 
membership. Those members from TTCL, who do not have loans in other institutions or 
are no t i n the redundanc y list , ha d the righ t to claim s on bureaucracy. They had to 
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complain becaus e ther e wer e n o circular passe d b y the executive committee to al l 
members to inform them of the change. 
To sum up on this part , the constraint of working afte r offic e hour s is reducing the 
performance leve l of current operatives making it difficult t o cope with the volume of 
work. Also i t is high time that all activities are computerized in order to handle large 
volume o f work b y few people. Thi s wil l sav e tim e an d human resourc e costs . 
According t o the offic e operatin g se t up, it i s advised that al l key persons (  e.g. 
Chairman, vice chairman and secretary, treasurer) , loa n processing staff, account s and 
committee heads should be networked to the main server in order to reduce time spent in 
moving at different floors for requesting a simple piece of information only . The credit 
management shoul d be performed in banking attitude manner so that people take very 
little time processing their loans. It should be realized that the more they borrow the 
more interest is paid, hence, a rapid growth. 
(iv) Ineffective organization structure; 
4 K K ' i s a big SACCOs wit h man y members who are spread countrywid e and each 
member with his/her own desires and problems that need to be addressed. The current 
set up makes it difficult fo r people with better ideas on how to improve credit facility 
and investments to participate fully in development of the organization. The inability of 
being hear d sometime s mak e peopl e thin k tha t ther e i s lac k o f transparenc y o r 
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mismanagement o f powers and resources, though i t i s a problem arising from initial 
society set up. 
Because of the magnitud e of the Annua l Genera l meeting (AGM) , whic h is normally 
conducted for one day and once every year, much time is used to go through minutes of 
previous meeting and implementation of resolutions. The little time remaining is given 
to answer some few questions that were presented from Branch AGMs, leavin g genuine 
and importan t questions arising from the report presented by the central committee to 
remain unanswered. Some of the responses in the third factor above are caused by this 
weakness. There is also a need to allow members who reside at the region where major 
A G M i s conducte d t o atten d i f the y nee d to , instea d o f alway s hearin g from 
representatives on all resolutions passed. The decision should not contravene the law of 
representation. 
It is recommended that mini-committees should be formed to receive members concerns 
and question s arisin g from papers that were distributed earlier to each member. The 
result o f the mini - committee s should be sent (in good time) to the majo r (regional) 
committee, which wil l tabl e them to the AGM , making the meeting more vibrant and 
members feelin g that they are full y represented . Sometime s some very important and 
constructive questions arise during the meeting process that will need to be discussed in 
a participatory way but could not surface due to time constraint. The committee should 
come with a  more effective way of increasing members participation for building the 
solidarity among them. 
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(v) Lac k of members training on entrepreneurshi p skills and best use o f credit 
facility; 
Lack of training seems to be the most important weakening factor comparing to others. 
With training every members wil l ge t general knowledge of cooperative movement and 
benefits associate d to them. Members are supposed to join after being informed on the 
benefits o f joining the SACCOs in proper training or seminars rather than hearing from 
friends o r reading brochures that have limite d information. As mentioned earlier, only 
15.57% of respondents joined after attending few seminars conducted, while 9.02 joined 
after reading some publications. This shows that there were no efforts done by SACCOs 
management t o trai n it s members , answerin g the questio n wh y most o f all negative 
responses were cantered o n lack of proper cooperatives knowledge on how it can be 
used as a tool for eradicating poverty on members if properly utilized. 
Up t o Decembe r 2003 th e societ y accumulated a  su m o f Tshs. 239,272,724/= a s a 
reserve fun d fo r member s educatio n bu t stil l th e intende d ai m i s no t fulfille d o r 
marginally fulfilled . Th e most importan t service for the micr o finance institutions are 
training of borrowers, not for the purpose of repaying their loans, but how they are going 
to use the money lent more effectively for alleviating poverty. 
To eradicate poverty requires one to invest in profitable a venture. ' K K ' ha s no training 
program wher e member s coul d ge t entrepreneurshi p skill s an d us e th e acquire d 
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knowledge to generate more income. This is revealed on the fact that about 65.22% of 
all respondent s receive d loans for building houses, 21.01%  for paying children school 
fees, while only 8.7% were invested in business, leaving only 5.07% for other uses. With 
proper knowledg e member s shoul d kno w the benefit s o f utilizin g th e facilit y b y 
borrowing more money resulting to a  more and rapid growth of their society due to 
interests paid from loans taken. 
Unless buildin g o f houses aim s a t usin g them for renting purposes, th e curren t idea 
should be abolished because building houses to live in is only a sunk cost i.e. not able to 
reproduce other income. In that case members should be trained and encouraged to take 
loans for conducting businesses, and using the profits realized to build houses while at 
the end they remain with their businesses running with a sustainable income. 
Organized trainin g can be arrange d t o genera l membershi p s o eac h membe r knows 
his/her rights and benefits involve d i n joining the SACCOS . Als o trainer s shoul d be 
invited to conduct training so that members use the facility more usefully than it is at the 
moment. Aime d a t poverty reduction scheme, ' K K ' coul d educat e member s through 
consultants o n entrepreneurship skills , wher e they shoul d be encourage d to establish 
family businesses. Family business refers to an entity in which two or more members of 
the family with financial control/interest in business are engaged. 
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The important thing is for one to take initiative and having a confidence that like other 
successful busines s peopl e he/sh e als o ca n engag e himself/hersel f i n busines s an d 
maintain it. 
Other remarks 
From the assessment done to KK, the situation is finally summarized as follows; 
(a) Current institutional and financial situation is under control; 
(b) The society loan portfolio management coul d be improved by a better follow-up on 
late submitted loans because at the moment there is no list of delinquent borrowers 
are produced monthly; 
(c ) Portfoli o at risk ratio should be carefully monitored and a maximum ratio of 5% 
should be reached; 
(d) Management has no information regarding loan portfolio quality, aging and risk, so 
an effort should be made to remedy the shortcoming 
(e) I t is necessary that repayment capacity should be assessed for each loan by ensuring 
that borrowers does not have any other commitments of similar nature. 
Apart from looking fo r other products , K K i s required to look into the possibilit y o f 
allowing members othe r tha n from the curren t K K specifie d organizations to join th e 
society in order to boost and sustain credit business. This will fill  i n the gap, which can 
be lef t i f larg e numbe r o f member s drop s i n a  row , followin g th e continuou s 
retrenchments o f staff in some member organizations. 
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In Tanzania , SACCOs hav e registere d differen t degree s of success. SACCO s whos e 
common bond is the work place and composed of educated people have endured the test 
of time and have recorded som e degree of success. Perhaps one variable that distinguish 
a wel l functionin g SACCOs from others is that savings and loan repayments ar e ofte n 
directly deducte d from  th e payroll . Thi s significantl y diminishes th e possibilit y of 
default and ensures the discipline for regular deposits. In some places, especially in rural 
areas especiall y amon g les s educate d groups , runnin g SACCO s ha s bee n mor e 
challenging. SACCOs requires good book-keeping skills, which are often conspicuously 
absent in rural areas. This makes this device less user-friendly to the poor who are often 
illiterate. 
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5.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATION S 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
After conductin g th e study , som e findings  were highlighte d an d recommendation s 
developed. Thes e recommendation s ar e require d t o b e implemente d b y th e societ y 
because it needs to operate efficiently. Other problems revealed in the study started to be 
implemented immediately after makin g the discussions with society leaders but others 
had t o tak e tim e du e t o variou s factors . Implementatio n o f som e problem s requir e 
amendment o f th e K K ' By-law s s o change s compl y with constitution , whil e othe r 
problems needs to be solved during the operation process. 
Before completion of our study, two important issues discussed between the consultant 
and KK management were at advanced stage of implementation. These were; 
(a) Computerization of data; 
The societ y started to computerize its records by phases towards the end of year 2004 
after some training sessions to people who run the program. The exercise will go on for a 
while because of large number of members and period the society had been in existence. 
Manual records will still be in use until full computerization is done to take over. 
After completin g data entry at the head office, wher e all records are kept, training will 
continue to all branches in order to allow a proper network at every centre. 
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If K K management wil l immediatel y decide to set a training program as they claimed, 
operations wil l soo n b e computerize d an d man y problems , includin g identifyin g 
portfolio at risk (to such a large number of members) in good time will be solved. 
(b) Distribution of shares. 
The investmen t in the first building was done using reserved members' funds aimed for 
dividends after declaration. After completion of the building, total costs was supposed to 
be calculated and distribution made to respective members who had forgone their rights 
to receive return on their investment in KK in order to invest to the long term property. 
As mentioned in 4.1.1.2, the society borrowed a sum of Tshs. 500.0 million from CRDB 
(1996) Ltd and on how to incorporat e that sum to members ' shares/contributio n was 
under way. U p to December 31s t 2004, the exercise was still in progress. 
Although investing in building the two houses were decided upon by all members, there 
is a  need to look in the equitable distribution of value proportionately according to the 
commitment and member's ris k involved . It is necessary to put clearly in the By-laws 
what wil l happe n t o the lande d property investe d by using members rightfu l gai n as 
return of their investment in them. If it happens that KK i s dissolved what wil l be the 
fate of the buildings and other subsequent investments? We recommen d that distribution 
should be done only to members who participated in their existence. Members who will 
join later and those who revived their membership from the dormant lis t should not be 
included. Also if any member who participated wants to quit with good reason or dies, 
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there must have a certain arrangement o f rewarding them since they wil l no t enjoy the 
future benefits o f the investments. A certain fixed amount (e.g. a sum equal to the actual 
amount invested in the building) can be paid to them. 
From the study , there were some problems, should be solved after th e chang e o f the 
society By-laws; these are; 
(a) Inviting non-members to join the SACCOS as members or investors. 
According to current national policy of public sector reforms where there is an ongoing 
privation an d restructurin g o f publi c corporations , i t i s inevitabl e tha t ver y soo n 
membership wil l automaticall y fall an d affect K K capital base. To solve this problem, 
K K shoul d operate as a pure commercial intermediary by allowing other investors who 
are non-members to invest capital in the society for a reasonable interest , whil e at the 
same time operate as a normal SACCOS to its members. 
It should also allow people from other organizations to join as members afte r making 
consideration o f the securit y o f the fun d disbursed . I f barrowers ar e employee s a n 
arrangement can be made with their employers to ensure checking system is used, but if 
they are self employed group lending can be used, where members of the group can be 
themselves collateral in case of defaulters amongst them. 
(b) Preparing of operating policy. 
At th e moment the organization does not have any approved operational policies, e.g. 
financial policy, credi t management policy , administrativ e policy an d internal control 
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policy. Th e organizatio n needs to hav e thes e operatin g policie s in orde r t o operate 
efficiently an d the y shoul d b e supporte d b y th e K K constitutio n (By-laws) . 
Organization's performance i s always evaluated by using existing guiding policies and 
constitution, so KK leaders and other ordinary members should agree on what suits them 
best to mak e thei r SACCO s a  successfu l MFI . Considerin g that the document s nee d 
expertise, K K management shoul d engage capable and experienced person(s) to prepare 
these policies. 
(c) Clea r definition o f K K vision , mission, objectives and progra m activitie s that 
will cater for current business environment 
At th e movemen t K K hav e fe w objectives se t mor e than 3  decades ago, whic h need 
improvement fo r settin g clea r directio n for it s future . Curren t National microfinance 
policy establis h a  framework within whic h microfinance operations wil l develo p and 
also lay out principles that will guide operations o f the micro-finance system. KK needs 
to survive and continue to offer and improve credit services so lending activities must be 
built based on a profitable basis. Micro financing as a commercial activity requires credit 
management tha t i s inspired by stric t an d well-defined criteria that avoids misuse of 
member funds and deterioration of SACCOs image and reputation. 
External working tools were collected from different institutions and provided to KK by 
the consultan t (author ) an d thes e are ; cooperativ e societ y Ac t no . 2 0 o f 2003 , 
Cooperative societ y rules-2003 , Nationa l microfinanc e policy-2000 , cooperativ e 
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development policy-200 2 an d Bankin g an d Financia l institutio n Act-1991 . Afte r 
understanding the external guiding rules and regulations KK will be able to develop their 
own interna l tool s (policies) , e.g. administrative , financial,  credi t managemen t an d 
internal control , utilizin g th e basi c principle s o f microfinanc e an d SACCO s bes t 
practices. Current constitution should also be updated. As mentioned in (b) above, the 
documents needed are technical, so professional expertise is required in developing them 
depending much on the inputs from KK members. 
( d) Membership monitory and evaluation. 
It should be clearly stated i n the By-laws the benefit s an d limitations of all registere d 
members. Afte r this exercise is done, it will be possible to evaluate al l membership to 
ensure that all of them abide to the requirement of the cooperative Act , rules , and KK 
By- laws . Time can be se t fo r suspending defaultin g member's dividend s and give 
incentive to members who loo k large loans and returned them within the agreed time. 
(e) Loans guarantors limitations. 
Normally, a member who takes a loan is guaranteed by two or three other members, but 
the status for these guarantors' loan s are not provided in the By-law. It is suggested that 
there must have a provision in the By-laws limiting those who guarantee barrowers. For 
example, if a person borrows, each guarantor's portion added with his/her own loans , the 
balance should not exceed the above limit of 3 times his/her savings and contributions. 
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In case situation becomes difficult , then the member of guarantors ca n be raised even to 
5 instead of the existing number of three. 
There are also problems, which can be solved through normal operations. These are; 
(a) The society should prepare a training scheme for training its member. 
Currently, there is no training scheme that allows members to receive some cooperative 
training, whic h i s necessar y t o the m a s the y wil l inves t mor e i f the y ar e mor e 
knowledgeable of the operations, benefits and risks involved to their invested money. To 
get ri d of cooperative illiteracy , a n arrangemen t ca n b e mad e t o trai n al l intereste d 
members, starting wish leaders followed by ordinary members (including staff). 
Apart from emphasizing on cooperative education i t wil l a  also be necessary t o train 
members o n entrepreneurship skill s so that loans should be directed mostly to income 
generating activities rather than sunk cost such as building house s and other uses The 
society can establish a training department tha t shall conduct trainings on a continuous 
basis as it will be more economical than engaging trainers from outside. Since funds are 
available, wha t i s require d i s a  goo d trainin g schem e tha t wil l b e establishe d wit h 
consideration tha t it s member s ar e employee s workin g daily from Monday through 
Friday. Classes can be set on weekends. 
(b) Control on delinquency. 
For an y MFI, includin g SACCOS, delinquency is the most serious set back as it always 
affect plannin g leading to collaps e of such organizations. K K i s one of the societies , 
which requires to take urgent measures to ensure that all loans are paid within agreed 
time schedule. Management (Committee) must emphasize on preparation of debtors age 
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analysis o n monthl y basi s s o tha t i t maintain s th e require d provisionin g of loa n 
performance rate of 5% (of between 30-60 days). 
Success o n implementatio n o f al l recommende d issue s wil l depen d o n members ' 
understanding of their society's mission, goals, activities and roles they play towards its 
growth. Whe n members feel s a s par t owner s o f the society , their participatio n wil l 
increase and those with expertise on above issues can be requested t o assist, even at a 
little fe e withou t consultin g an y outsid e sources , whic h will , otherwis e b e ver y 
expensive. Time frame for implementation will depend on the timing of amendments but 
it i s recommended tha t i t shoul d not t o excee d on e year . A  year i s enough time to 
prepare changes and also allow approval by the annual general meeting (AGM), whic h is 
the supreme body of the society. 
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